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PIKES PEAK CENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION OPENS TODAY
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 24.
Pikes Teak Centennial celebration,
commemorating the discovery of Pikes
Peak by man, opened here today. The
thief feature of the day was the
military parade, which included a display of a large contingent of United
States army, members of the O, A. R ,
coiorauo national guard, Spanish-wa- r
veterans, high school cadets and other
l'K'al military organizations. Cowboys,
Indians and Colorado pioneers also
held conspiclous positions in the parade, the column being fully two miles
long nnd requiring an hour pass the
reviewing stand, where Vice President
Fairbanks officially review it. The city
is beautifully decorated for the occasion.
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Toronto. Out., Sept. 24. Miss Josephine Smart, a New York society girl,
will make hi r first public stage
at the Princess theater tonight under the stage name of Josephine Drake. It is a remarkable fact
that Miss Smart, who has never studied for the stage and has never even
taken active part in amateur theatricals, will make her stage debut as
the l ading woman ot Lawrence
n "The Embassy Hall."
young star, who will play the partThe
of
Madge in Augustus Thomas' corned v
was accidentally discovered bv Daniei
Krohmau.
When Miss Smart was returning
from Europe last summer, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Frohman were among her
tellow assongers. One day Mr. Froh- man mi
ner going on tile stnze
bm Miss Smart thought idea absurd
as she iiad never attempted anything
of that kind, The subject was brought
up again and Miss Smart began to
study Shakespeare.
Mr.
Frohman
ooaehe,i her in throwing her voice, but
there w.ie no elocution lessons. Last
spring Mi-- . Frohman asked Miss Smart
to siuily the part of Madge in "The
Embassy Hall."
said the character seemed to suit her. us the heroine
is a hin.iiiivd uiiil independent American girl with a sense of humor. After
Miss Smart had studied for several
weeks sue went to the Lyceum thea'er
Mr.-.,-to
with Mr. D'Orsay. Mr.
Fnihma.i watched the rehearsal from
a stiue box. Afur Mr. D'Orsay's last
line be iiini.-to .li.--Smart an I
suid
"Vim
are letter
perfect. Miss
Puiarr."
Mi.is Smaii, mistaking his
raw
a patronizing tone
i

s

:
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built

"Is

;i.

really true, Mr. D'Or.-ay-?'
cuttingly, and walked to
ward the Aiims. Mr. Frohman stood
up in
ox an culled to her.
"Yoii'e ,( itj Miss Small; you've
got t he p..rt ? Any one ho can sav Is
thut really tine?' in that tone will be
1 hereupon
an actre3.
a contract
w.is sl.'nel for two years.
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Buffalo, Sept. 24. The day proceeding the democratic state convention
finds the party leaders still apparently as widely apart as ever as to who
will head the ticket. A series of Im
portant conferences, which xtendad
iar into the night, were adjourned
without definite conclusion. Supporters for Hesret, already the nominee
of the Independent league, claim for
him the largest number of instructed
delegates.

Topeka, Kan., Sept. 24. The heart
of the business district of Topeka.
Kansas, along Kansas avenue 1st
threatened by Are. which started In
Missouri river after a lapse of more
the basement ot the Crawford opera
than a decade when' the steamer Lora DEATH REIGN KNOWS NO PAUL
house, by the explosion of natural ga
STENSLAND
HAS
laden with freight from St. Louis
j tn'
morning, one person was injured
docked in this city. The successful
by the explosion.
trip of the Lora under most unfavorThe fire caused the destruction of
tlENT
NOW ARRIVED AT
able circumstances, the river being exthe Moffatt furniture store, the Union
ceptionally low and channel unexplorTea company, tne Crawford opera
ed for several years proves that the
Douse and the household goods ot sey.
river Is still navigable. The moveeral families. The loss is estimated
RUSSIA
ment was inaugurated in this city
at $100,000. Roy Dlstrow, a plumber,
NEWJORK
four months ago. Regular traffic beis now In the hospital severely burnBRYAN DINES AND
tween St. Louis and here will be Insti
ed, he went to the basement to search,
x
SPEAKS
IN
NEW
ORLEANS
tuted on the river just as soon as
a gas leak. He lighted a match,
Prefect. Wife and Two Guards Can Begin Immediate Habeas New Orleans, Sept. 24. W. J. Bryan for
boats can be obtained.
an exp osion followed which,
arrived In New Orleans today on a and
shook the entire block.
Asbrief
trip
Into
In
and
Shot
Streets
this state, which he enCorpus Proceedings. Says
ROOSEVELT CONTRIBUTES $100
tered about day break. On his way to FATAL REAR END COL- TO FIGHT FOR DAMAGES
Bryan's
this
city
Escape.
sassins
train stopped at
States Attorney Healy.
LISION IN MINNESOTA
Oyster Bay, Sept. 24. President
Hammond, La., for him to make a
Minneapolis, Sept. 24.SIx are refifteen-minutRoosevelt has contributed $100 to be
speech. Upon his ar- ported dead and a score
Injured in a
used by Rear Admiral Thomas in l NOTICE OF DEATH SENT
rival here he was escorted through rtar end collision on the Minneapolis
PROSECUTION WILL GIVE
legal suit Instituted recently at Newthe principal streets and there fol- & St. Louis railway today at New
port, R. I., to determine whether or
MEETING WITH INSURGENTS
IN LETTEKS TO TWO MEN
FULLEST FAIR PLAY lowed a reception and banquet. Bryan Prague, Minn. The passenger crashed
Is scheduled 4o speak both at a ban- into
ONCE AGAIN PROPOSED not a man may be excluded from a
a freight whlc
public place of entertainment because
quet and later at a reception in tho derailing the enclre was on a aiding,
Havana, Sept. 24. The first meet- he
train. Both enwears
uniform
United
of
the
the
24.
Tambov,
Sept.
city
park.
PoliceRussia,
gine crews were killed.
ing of the American mediators with States army or navy.
iew ork, bept. 24. The steamer
Rear
Admiral
man
Horlsdgliubski,
Tomushan of
the on which Paul O. Stensland, the fu
the insurgents and the liberal com- - I'homas Is reported to be paying half
ANOTHER PRIZE FIGHTER
i.uuee. c ueu lor in.s morning was j expenses for $50 damages brought by home of Marie, who shot and killed jgltive Chicago banker and president SENATOR BAILEY WILL
DIES FROM HIS ENCOUNTER
again postponed, owing to the illness chief Yeoman of the J. Bunzle against Secretary of Police Luihenoffsky, was being
IN
EXPLAIN
DALLAS
In
returned
custody
Unl
Muffalo,
to
the
Sept. 24. Following" a
of Pelayo Garcia, one of the consplr- - the Newport Amusement comnanv on fire at and seriously wounded in the
Oallas,
Tex.,
Sept.
24.
prize
United
fight he had Saturday night.
street here today by terrorists, who ted States, was sighted southeast of States
acy prisoners, who had been added to the ground thnt he was excluded
Joseph
Senator
W.
Bailey,
from
who
Richard Munson, one of the contestalso shot the prefect's wife and two Fire Island at 11:30 today. The steam- Is
the committee. The meetins nrobablv their dance hall while In uniform.
expected in Dallas tonight or Tues- ants, died today from Injuries
guards accompanying them. The as- er Is expected
of the
will be held this afternoon. Much deday
to
dock
morning,
has
at
promised
o'clock
give
to
out
brain, resulting from a blow behind
sassins escaped.
'
pends upon the attitude 'of the com- TO BOOM
a
statement
regarding
Tils
alleged
conthis
afternoon.
ear,
the
which is said to have caused
THE RED
mittee at its first conference. Herenection with the Waters Pierce OH his death. Walter Robinson,
RIVER VALLEY OF NOR DAKOTA REFUGEE FINS FLOCK
colored,
tofore there have been only verbal
company.
Munson's opponent, has been arrested.
TO STOCKHOLM. SWEDEN. ACCUSED GIVEN EVERY
CrookstJn, Minn., Sept. 24. The
agreements about the armistice, but
CHANCE TO PROVE INNOCENCE
delegates of the comStockholm, Sept. 24. Among the
yesterday the Insurgent
UNCLE JOE DENIES HE
generals, convention or of
PEOPLE OF THE TWO
clubs
Chicago, Sept. 24. Paul O. Stens-22- .
the Red River val- refugee Kins around here, September
Ouerrera and Castillo, signed a writ- mercial
IS PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
ley
JELLICOS ARE DESTITUTE
together
called
auspices
as
lanif.
the
discovery
result
a
of
ne
under
the
If
so
the
of
desires
when the
ten ayreemetii which was today signSt.
Sept.
24.
Louis,
Speaker Joseph
Twenty-FivJelllco, Tenn., Sept. 24. The mayThousand Comof dynimi'i 1r
rm'im of 'er Prlnas Adelbert arrives at
New G. Cannon
ed by Acting Secretary of the Interior of tho
.passod through St. Louis ors of Jelllco, Tenn., and Jelllco, Ky..
mercial club, for tho purpose of ex- two socialists, was .the chief of theork, may commence habeas corpus
Montalvo.
ploiting the Industries and resources Finnish red guard. A bomb factory proceedings. States Attorney Healy on his way to Sedatia to begin a cam- have requested the Associated Press
paign,
speaking throughout the state. to publish an urgent appeal for
of the lied River valley, opened here ind Important documents were also said today, "We are not In kidnaping
tha
CLEVELAND SAILS FOR
with a large attendance of dele- found in the socialist homes.
business and will leave Stensland all He said ho was not a candidate for people of the towns which were pracCIENFUEGOS FROM HAVANA today
gates, representing practically every
tically ruined by a dynamite explothe opportunity he wishes to prove the presidency.
wasmngion, sept. .'1. It was re- - commercial nrcanizatinn in tho val- - PECULIAR WAY TO SEND
sion last Friday. Contributions may
ins innocence.
ported to the navy department today ley. An effort will be made to form
VERMONT BAPTISTS HOLD
be sent to D. D. Scott, recorder of JelNEWS OF CONDEMNATION
CONVENTION AT MONTPELIER llco, Tenn., or Frank Snider,
that the cruiser Cleveland had sailed a. permanent organization for the benWarsaw, Sept. 24. It has just becleric ot
from Havana for Clenfuegos. to rein efit of the entire section. R Is ex- come known that General Skalon, the CRACK
Montpclier. Vt.. Sent.
24. The the town of Jelllco, Ky.
MILITARY TROOP eighty-tlftforce the Marietta at that port.
pected that by a proper system of pro. governor of tills city, has received a
annual gathering of the
paganda it would be possible to dou- lettr warning him that he had been
Vermont uaptist convention will onen NEW JERSEY HOLDING
RENEWAL OF TRAFFIC
ble the population of Northern Minne condemned to death by the revoluhere this evening, a: tho opening sesANNUAL STATE FAIR
ON THE MISSOURI RIVER sota and the Red River valley portions tionists.
sion this evening addresses will be deL
The circumstances of the
Trenton, N. J., Sept. 24. The anKansas City, Sept. 24. Whistles of North Dakota. An interesting nro- - warning are quite interesting and rolivered by the Kev. Dr. C. H. Spauld-in- g nual Interstate fair opened here today
and bells acclaimed this morning the gram for the convention has been pre mantic. The general is on terms of
of Boston and the Kev. Dr. O. C. S. on the fair grounds under the most
i
nrat-uui Bieaiuuoai iramc on tne ipared
Wallace of Lowell. Mass..
close Intimacy with his chief of staff.
formerly favoraDle auspices. The exhibition la
New York, Sept. 24. Everything is chancellor of MacMaster university, considerably large
Councillor Jatscheftsky. Roth men' are
and more complete
in
readiness for tho reception of the Toronto. Vice President
ardent admirers of the fair sex. A
John A. than any previous exhibitions ever
few days ago the general received rifle team of the Queen's Westminster Greenwood of Chester will preside at hold here and the list ot premiums ts
military tho meeting.
a scented note in a ladv's handwrit volunteers, London's crack
Devotional
exceedingly liberal.
In addition to
lug, revesting him to hand an cn- - orBHnlzatlon. wno Bre due here today will be conducted bv th Rev. n. s the regular features and track events
rr
k
thA
lAnmehlr.
... ' ii DLvniiiDuip miuuciuunov
tllnnnlnl.n
11
McCready
of
closed letter to his chief of staff. The Inn
Manchester.
many
i
there will be
special attractions
writer explained that she feared the British marksmen, who will come hera
There will bo three sessions each this year, never before shown In this
note, if sent direct, might fall Into in full uniform and with their arms, on Tuesday and Wednesday and the part of the country. One of the moot
the hands of some lady of addressee's by a special permission of the United convention will come to a close on Interesting features will be the nights
)
1 1( )
household. The general, suspecting Slates government, will meet the Wednesday
night.
1
The principal of Knabenshue in his dirigible airship.
M
a love intrigue, was much amused, team of tho Seventh Regiment, N. Y. speakers will be the Rev. Dr. M. K. A vaudeville program of exceptional
contest at Wood, president of Newton theological quality has also been provided.
This evening, at 7:30 o'clock, in C. Colombo hall, on north Secand Immediately sent for Jatscheffsky, N. G., In a
who, gt range to say, reported having Creedmor, U. I., will be the guests seminary, and the Rev. Dr. A. C. Dix
ond street (and not the Roller Skating rink as was first announced)
the republicans of precinct 12 will assemble, being called to order by
Major J. W. Green, the well knowa
received an exactly similar letter with of the Seventh regiment during their on, pastor of the Ruggles Street Bap
an enclosure for Gen. Skalon. The stay In this city. The visiting team tist cnurcn, uoston.
the chairman, M. E. Hlckey. This precinct Is entitled to twenty (20)
army officer, left Sunday night for
w.
delegates to the county convention, and Chairman Hlckey would
two enclosures were then compared. will be quartered at the Seventh regi- w. SUcney of Ludlow will nreslde at Oyster Bay, N. Y., on official business
like to see all the republicans of that precinct, likewise others who
They were Identical, and announced ment's club house at Creodmoor and the meetings and reports will be made with President Roosevelt, after a
believe In republican principles, attend the primary this evening. The
that sentence of death had been pro- on the days of the contest all the of the state work by the Rev. W. A. plesant visit In the city with old
place of meeting was first published, under ..lr. llickey'g signature,
the state range navison or Burlington.
nounced upon them both Xy the revo- regimental houses
friends.
will be open for the entertainment of
to be at the Roner Skating ring but the proprietors, after giving their
lutionary committee.
the visitors. The Long Island railconsent, concluded that the meeting there would damage the floor
CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF KENroad will run special trains direct 'o
and requested to be allowed to withdraw their consent.
Chairman
TUCKY HOLDING CONVENTION the gwinds and the Seventh regiment
Hlckey then learned that the Colombo hall could be Becured and
Ky., Sept. 24. Fully two band will furnish music.
the meeting tonight, as stated above, will be held in that hall.
Sir Howard Vincent, who offered
thousand delegatts are In attendance
ut the state convention of th Chris the VIn.-eshield, the principal tro- Pprecl net 26,
tian church, which opened here today. ',ny t0 he contested for at the coming
The republicans of precinct 2ti are requested to meet at the
is in me city and win he
Armory hall, Elks' opera house building, at 7:30 this evening, at
nio cmircn nas about 130,000 mem- - ,UUI
bers in this state and is In a nrosner- - a ft'sul1- attendant at the contest.
which time fhos. N. Wilkerson will call the meeting to order. It Is
ous condition. The present conven- - ' no co" """ns of the match are prac- hoped thai all republicans ot this precinct and others, who believe
tlca,1r ,ht Ban,e as last year; six mn
tlon is of especial importance, as
in the principles of that party, put in an appearance at the primary
'subject of forming a union with the
this evening. This precinct is enUtled to twenty-on(21) delegates.
the to a ''m. fifteen shots by each at
Ilaptist thurch of the state will come eaon of four ranges, of COo, 600, 800
up for consideration and discussion.
d Mh) yards. Each man will bo al- Precinct 13.
rresident E. V. Mulling, of the Ilaptis l(,w' d two sighting shots at each
Precinct 13 Is the old town of Albuquerque, and the primary of
DeTheological seminary, will be one of M"'' and ono minute for each of nls
this precinct. will be held in the court house at 7:30 o'clock. Modesto
tho speakers during tho four days of lllull'h shots. Former Captain Iing- C. Ortiz Is the cnalrman, who will call the meeting to order. The
ihe convention. J. w. McGarvev of """ or ,ne seventh, now abroad in tin
precinct Is entitled to ten (10) delegates.
Lexington win give bis famous Ilii.b diplomatic service, has aitaln present
reading uaniels in the Critics' Dui" ed a cuii for the highest Individual
The County Convention.
and Mirlon Lawrence, the greatest score. Knch team will name Its own
The county republican convention, to select dtlegales to the terSunday school expert In America is umpire and both sides will agree on
ritorial republican convention at l.as Vgas, will meet at the Elks'
a referee. Kach team will use its regalso scheduled for an address.
opera house at 10 o'clock, Wednes lay morning, Sept. 2G. This count y
An elaborate program for the enter- ular regimental arms, but tho Seventh
Washington, D. C, Sept. 24. Secre-- provements at Guantanamo, wherein.
is entitbd to nine 19) delegates to the territorial convention, which
tainment ,f the delegates has been will us.- - I's Huftiington peep sights, tary Honaparte does not propose to " was asked that a certain amount on
will meet at I.ns Vegas, Saturday, September 2'.t.
arranged,
it includ.-a number of which its experts refused to give up
lu'm tor, a, waterworks
social functions and a trip to Mam- when the regiment was equipped wltn have any trouble with congress at tho facn,h0 appropriated.
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TORY.
PAY NO ATTENTION TO ITS FALSE STATEMENTS
its headquarters at Brussels, is nil be present, a visit to West Point and departure from the practlco of years, fact that It was Impossible to get the
AND ACCUSATIONS AGAINST REPUBLICAN LEADERS IN THE
material witnin anything like tho rates
important
body, cunsi.sting of repre(lovern r's Island, a reieeptlon by and that. In view of the general terms named.
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chambers of commerce in all parts of review at the Seventh Regiment ar- that had been done without in any GUNBOAT HELENA REACHES
AND PUT A QUIETUS ON BOLTERS AND DISORGANIZERS.
be world.
Sevei.il large American mory on th evening of October 4, sense violating the statutes,
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PORT AT SHANGHAI, CHINA
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Washington, Sept. 21. A cablegram
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of com-th- e about i;.im.o invita'ioiis have been sent however, bo Is going to Include the was received at the navy department
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most important on:
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Washington,
24. Official
Sept.
news In regard to the situation In
Cuba is lacking In Washington this
morning. The pacific tone of the dls
patches yesterday had a favorable effect upon the military and naval officials,
and there was a marked
change In the Interest from Saturday,
when It was thought Intervention was
near at hand.
The prospect of an amicable adjustment does not deter officials here
from continuing preparations
which
had been making to land forces in
Cuba if 1t becomes necessary. The
naval colliers Leonidas at Lambert's
Point and Hannibal at Newport News,
will sail in the course of a day or two
for Havana, loaded with coal for the
naval vessels now in that harbor, and
with the dispatch of these colliers It
Is expected that the naval officials
feel that all that can bo done at this
stage in preparation for eventualities
will have been accomplished.

Match-Explos- ion

Followed.

1

1

FIRE TODAY

Candidate For Governor.

Number of Dead Known Amounts Insurgent Leaders Have Signed
to Ten Though There May Be
Armistice Which Had Been Only
'
Reported.
Others Not
Verbal Before This Time.
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 24. At 8:30 this
morning all was quiet. Seventeen
companies of state militia are In complete control of the situation. All the
saloons are closed under orders of the
mayor. Business has assumed nor-mconditions and no further outbreak is anticipated.
Negroes Are Leaving City.
The local situation at noon today
Is more favorable than at any time
tince Saturday night. The authorities
have dismissed and sent home all outside militia except those belonging to
the Fifth regiment. This leaves one
full regiment in charge. The sale of
firearms and ammunition has been
stopped and saloons have been closed
until further orders. A feature of the
situation is the scarcity of negroes
usually employed about the city and
the exodus of large numbers of negroes from the city Is reported.
Number of Dead Is Ten.
The total number of dead is estimated at ten. Those killed' Saturday
night in connection with the riots
have been prepared for burial. It Is
reported that several bodies have
been taken away for buriab and It is
equally probable that some deaths
have not been reported to the police.
The body of Zeb Long, a negro, was
found today hanging In the woods
ight miles south of Atlanta. Long
had been locked up in Jail for disorderly conduct.
(The foregoing telegram has reference to a mob in Atlanta on Saturday
night, which fell upon negroes wherever found, killing ten before the
mob was dispersed.
Four attempts
at assaults on white women by negroes within or near die limits of Atlanta that day wrought the white citizens to a high pitch of excitement,
the assaults of the day following two
others or a similar nature within the
week, and at least half a dozen others
within the last two months brought
n. climax Saturday night.
Ed.)
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All Troops But the City's Have Pacific Tone of Yesterday's
Been Sent Home and
Dispatches Cause Satisfaction in Army and Navy.
Business Has Resumed.
NEGROES ArFfLEEING
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HONG KONG, STRUCK BY TYPHOON
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ALBUQUERQUE
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EVENING CITIZEN
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Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups
Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

I

n

law

I Cmraw will ba daltrarad m tha
rata a 10 Mill par

aar aaaatk, waaa

ftfrtrtiilBg

wk,irtelt
paid monthly.

titii Ide Idoti

Invalids
Tourists and

School Children

BERNALILLO

BANK INSTITUTIONS

of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the

r,30NTEZir,3A TRUST CO.

man who thoald be working for yon?
man wh irouid gladly lend you tnoneyf
ni'in who would like to buy your hors?
man who would buy an Interest In your buglneisf
man who would buy that lot ot ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

ALBUQUERQUK

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you

Nmw Mexico

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

with names and addresses
of people who are

Prosperity"

Neccessarjr to You

5c 3 for 10c
WANTED.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
WANTED Dining room girl. Apply at
Columbus Hotel.
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
at once. Addres J. B. this office.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
fam- Wagons and other Chattels; also on
V A NTED
K u rnTsh d h ou so for
ily of five. Address J. A. B., Citi SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REzen.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
WANTED A girl for general house- $200. Loans are quickly made and
One month
work; small family. 519 West Tl- - strictly private. Time:
to one year given. Goods remain In
Jeras avenue.
WANTED A girl to do general uouse-wor- your possession. Our rates are reasonCall at once at No. C15 West able. Call and see us before borrowing.
Copper avenue.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
boys
bright
with
Two
WANTED
tickets to and from all
to work in store and deliver; Steamship parts
of the world.
steady work; good wages. B. Ilfeld
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bid J.
A Company.
316 West Railroad Aye.
WANTED Help furnisned and emPRIVATE OFFICES.
ployment of all kinds secured
Open Evenings.
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
109
West
L. Colburn, proprietor,
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
A man 10 do road work.
WANTED
Good salary. Apply at once. 216V&
South second street.
Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain
this week.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Also 5 room house, close In, lowlands,
WANTED A thorough bookkeeper,
for $2700.00.
one who can use the typewriter and
not afraid to work, at once; permanent situation to right man. Make
application in own handwriting,
stating experience and where last
110 West Gold Ave.
employed. Address XXX, postoffice
box 194, city.
FOR RENT.
BACON & BASHINSKY
IfOH RENT oeven-room- ,
modern,
house; large, and good location. John M. Moore Realty Co.
LOANS
REAL ESTATE AN
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, 416 East Railroad avenue,
205 West Gold
Auto Phone 578
across from library
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
300 North Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping, modern conveniencLAWYERS.
es, at 416 South Third street.
M. Bond.
Ira
FOR" RENT Pleasant front" rooms for ATTOR-'.'ELAW, 32 F street
AT
housekeeping.
Rent
reasonable N. W.. Washington, D. C Pensions,
Close in. Corner of Sixth street and lands,
patents, copyrights, caveats,
Railroad avenue.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
R. Wi D. Bryan.
in city; fixtures
and everything
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
ready for business. Apply to Con- que, N. M. Office, First National
solidated Liquor Co.
Bank building.
tOR RENT Newly iurnisned rooms
E. W. Dobso.i.
with double bed. Fair week, at rea
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
sonable rates. Minneapolis houso, well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
624 south Second -- treet.
DENTISTS.
FOTt RENT Apartments
in FaF
View terrace, eight rooms each;
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
steam heated, and ell other modern
Dental Surgeon.
conveniences. II. H. TUton, room 19,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Grant Block.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
FOR RENT One
house, .... Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Pacific; 2 rooms, 614 South Broad- mall.
way, lurnished or unfurnished, an
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
modern furnished rooms, upstairs,
Office
No. 306 Railrcjid avenue.
502 South Second street.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12ui p. m.; 1:30
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
flats, one to five rooms. Very nlce pointments made by mall.
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
PHYSICIANS.
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East
Coal avenue, east and of viaduct.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armllo Bldg.
TOR SALE.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
FOR SALE City lots and houces
Frequency Electrical
Current and
cheap, for cash or payments.
Germicide. Treatments given each
F6"RSALEFIre woodat t he- -S
p.
day from 8 a. m. to 4
m.. Trained
Lumber and Planing Mill Co. nurse In attendance.
Both phones
FOR SALE Roosevelt house; sixteen
UNDERTAKER.
rooms, furnisned. $800, if taken at
once.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
A. BORDERS.
FOR SALE Fine driving mare: also
Building. Black
Club
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tigeras Commercial
and White Hearse, $5.
Road.
FOR SALE
Ahanasome"Hardman
ARCHITECTS.
piano, in fine condition and almost
Spencer
W.
F.
and V. O. Walling-ford- .
new, at a bargain.
For particuRooms 46 47, Barnett building,
lars, cell t this office.
FOR SALE My general store. Rare Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
chance for someone to secure an
CIVIL ENGINEER.
established business.
Address
M., Puehlitos, N. M.
J. R. Fsrwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-ftHi- r
NOTARY PUBLIC.
rooms, all newly furnished,
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
painted ahd papered. The best payOffice with W. B. Childers. 117 West
ing property in Albuquerque. Any
otfer acceptable. Call or address C. Gold avenue.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
RODERICK STOVE., E. E.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Electrical
and Mechanical Engineer.
FO R SALE General
merchand I se
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
business on the El Paso and Southwestern In eastern New Mexico. Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op- 906 West Railroad avenue. Autoportunity for right party. Can ex- matic 'phone, 179.
plain good reason for selling. LoEXAMINER OF TITLES.
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Address inquiries to this paper.
H. R. WHITING,
No. 119 South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
REPUBLICAN PRIAlbuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of land
MARIES IRIS EVENING titles. Including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

COUNTY

Sold

on Application

bytha

aaafar favor b notifrbir na
of tha papar.
talf aa aar
Aa WOara ana ramtManeaa ahoukl faa addramed ta

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
A delegate convention of the repub
county,
Bernalillo
of
voters
lican
Tmm Onaaa rvBLianma Com r ant. urafta.
203 East Railroad Ave.
aaaaata. aaaaaAaa and axpiaaa monaj ordara New Mexico, Is hereby called to meet
payabla la um amar af
nt Albuquerque In said county at the
Elks' opera house, at 10 a. m., on the
ALVARADO PHARMACY
tWH TIllPHOHIll
2Gth day of September, 1906, for the
Colorado I; purpose of selecting nine delegates to
Aartomafla IBS
First St nd Cold Ar0bu9
represent the county of Bernalillo at
the territorial convention which shall
be held in East Las Vegas, New Mex
ADMIRAL EVANS AID
ico, on the 29th day of September,
19H6, for the purpose of nominating
A RELIABLE DENTIST
one candidate for delegate to the six- SEEK
congress of the United States
tieth
KELLY, SEAL PIRATE of America, and for the transaction of Full Set of Teeth
such other business as shall properly Gold Crowns
come before said convention.
Gold Filling
$130
The republican electors of this coun Painless Extracting
50c
Admiral's Chase of Poacher ty and all those who believe in republican principles are respecttuuy in- ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
Which Could Not Fight But vited to take part in the selection of
ANTEED.
delegates to the territorial convention.
Tried to Run.
The several precincts of the county
shall be entitled to representation as
follows, based upon the vote cast at
KELLY HEEDED NO SIGNALS the last general election for members
of the council in the republican ticket.
PRECINTS.
DELEGATES.
B. F. COPP.
4
No. 1. Plutarcoo Lueras
-- Actual Firing; Stopped His Flight
No. 3. Melquiades Martinez
5 ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
No, 4. Daniel Martinez
4
but Not Till all Evidence
ISO.
6.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
9
Eslavlo Vigil
4
of Seals Destroyed.
No. 6. Nepomuceno Marino
No. 7. Darlo Gutierrez
Small Holding Claim.
4
No. 8. David M. Perea
(No. 701.)
(By Willard Homan.)
No. 9. D. J. Metzgar
4
2 Department
The recant killing of Ave Japanese No. 10. Pablo Crespin
of the Interior, United
3
seal poachers near the I'ribylott isl- No. 11. J. F. Hubbell
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
20
ands, in the Bering sea, recalls a sim- No. 12. M. E. Hickey
August 25, 1906.
10
ilar incident in which the preseut No. 13. M. C. Ortiz
2
commander of the North Atlantic fleet No. 14. Pedro Aranda
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
2 lowing-nameand the revenue cutter service were No. 22. J. R. Carpenter
claimant has filed notice
3 ot
Involved. In the waters of Hampton No. 23. Juan Gutierrez
his intention to make final proof
21 in support of his claim under sections
Boads, adjacent to the site of the No. 26. T. N. Wllkerson
4 16
Jamestown exposition to be held near No. 28. Translto Candelarla
and 17 of the act ot March 3, 1891
3 (26
Norfolk in 1907, and vicinity are sta No. 34. J. D. Maldonado
Stats., 854), as amended by the
6 act
tkmed several officers who remember No. 35. Carlos B. Chaves
of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Alternates will not be recognized 470), and that said proof will be made
the incident and tell it with great
pleasure as showing the early bent Proxies (substitutes) shall only be
the United States court
of Rear Admiral Evans' mind toward recognized when held or presented by before
at Albuquerque, N.
getting at the bottom of any matter a citizen of the same precinct from commissioner
6,
1906,
viz.:
M.,
on October
delegate
which
once.
has
the
been
selected.
t
administratE. Chavez,
The precinct meetings shall be held Manuel
The present rear admiral was at
of the estate of Antonio Jose
one time a commander. He was also in the different! precincts not later or
Chavez, deceased, for the small holdpatrol
of
day
of
than
24th
September,
commodore
seal
1906.
the
the
the
claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
fleet stationed In Alaskan waters. His In precincts 12 and 26, the primaries ing
flagship was the gunboat Yorktown, Bna.ii ie held at 7:30 p. m. on the 24th R. 2 E.names
He
the following witnesses
During the summer months she was of September, 1906.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
cruising about- the Pribyloff Islands
1 be precinct chairman herein
&vof said tract for twenty
with special Instructions to capture pointed shall take action and call the possession
next preceding the survey of the
the 8 us pec ted poacher Jane Gray, precinct primaries, at such date, hour years
which was ostensibly a whaler. The and place, as they may deem proper. township, viz: t
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.;
captain or me jane Gray was a man witnin the date fixed above, and give Benito
Armijo, Valencia, N. M.;
proper
cap
Kelly,
who
was
or
named
afterward
notice
said meetings.
Sanchez, Peralta, N. M.; Mell-to-n
in
The
tured
the act of seal
chairman and secretaries of nrt
S. Oteso, Peralta, N. M.
poaching. In the summer of 1892 the maries will please send to the chair
Any person who desires to protest
Yorktown rounded a point of one of man or the county republican central
against
the allowance of said proof,
Pribyloff
copy
saw
pro
islands
and
the
of the
in the committee a certified
who knows of any substantial readistance a schooner with boats out ceedings of their meetings and the or
of
apparently engaged in seal hauling, number and names of delegates select- son under the laws and regulations
the Interior department why such
fine was at once suspected of being ed by their meeting.
tne Jane Gray. Commodore Evans,
Contests shall be filed with the sec- proof should not be allowed will be
coming on deck, ordered all steam to retary of the committee not later than given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
be turned on in an effort to capture 1 p. m., on the 25th day of September,
claimant,
said
of
witnesses
the
.taut).
tne schooner.
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
Aa soon as it was evident that the
P. A. HUBBELL.
Yorktown had set out in chase, the Chairman County Republican Central that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL ... OTERO,
schooner hoisted In her boats and,
committee.
Register.
crowding on all sail, made away
NESTOR MONTOYA, Secretary.
Through their glasses the Yorktown's
Relieved
Promptly
a
Burn
Pain From
officers could see that the crew of
WHY IT 8UCCEEDS.
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
busily
were
engaged in
the schooner
A little child of Michael Strauss of
Jettisoning the cargo of their ship. In Because It's for One Thing Only, and Vernon,
Conn., was recently in great
a short time the Yorktown was with
Albuquerque Is Learning to Appro-- pain from a burn on the hand, and as
signalling
in
distance. Flags were
ciaie ms.
the
cold applications only increased
bolsted ordering the schooner to stop
inflammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
Gray
on
setting
kept
Still the Jane
Nothing can be good for everything James N. Nichols, a local merchant,
every sail that could be made to
Doing one thing well, brings sue tor something to stop the pain. Mr.
failing
stop
draw. This
the schoon cess.
to
Nichols says: "I advised him to use
er, the Yorktown's whistle set up a
Dean's Kidney Pills do one thing Chamberlaln'B Pain Balm, end the
furious roar of warning. Of this like uuiy.
first application drew out the inflamwise the Jane Gray was heedless.
Thev cure sick kirlnevs
mation and gave Immediate relief. I
In less than a hour after first
Thev cure hack nrlie. everv
have used this liniment myself and
sighting the Jane Gray the Yorktown 111.
' recommend
It very often for cuts,
was In range of her with her guns,
Here Is Albuquerque evidence to burns, strains and lame back end have
Determined to have no further mis prove it:
For
never known It to disappoint."
understanding of his wishes CommoMrs. W. C. Wood,
residence 720 sale by all druggists.
guns
Kwans
ordered the Gatllng
dore
South Broadway, says:
on a
or the gunboat s deck to be turned viBit to Fall River. Mass,"When
I learned
A NEW SHOWEVERY WEEK.
loose on the pirate schooner. In a that Doan's Kidney
had been a
lew minutes the water all around the household necessity Pills
in that city for
Jaae Gray was leaping upward with years. Naturally, when
a person has Manager Davis, of the Penny Parsharp spurts.
back aohe themselves, and friends, lor, 216 V4 South Second street, anmessage
Kelly
Captain
was
a
This
a change of program, new
acquaintances
relatives contin- nounces
songs every Saturpictures
could understand, so he brought his ually insist thatanda particular
and
remedy day morning. new
A wbol
show for a
schooner up on the wind and lay to, shall be tried, you at
waiting the ship's boat, which he used Doan's Kidney last consent. I penn.--.
knew would soou be forthcoming. He stopped an aggravated Pills and they
attack of back
Starving to Death.
was taken to Commodore Evans, and ache, only
of many which have
Because her stomach was so Weakbefore that officer could apeak, broke occurred in one
past.
the
When I came ened by useless drugging that she
out: "Wnat in thunder do you mean west I brought
with me a dozeu Doxes could
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walby shooting at a peaceful whaler?"
Doan's
of
Pills, long before ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
"There there," replied Commodore they were Kidney
so
extensively known In was literally starving to death. She
Kvans. "don't take on so. Ily the New Mexico as
present, r have writes: "My stomach was so, weak
- way,
there are not many whales not the slightest athesitation
In pub- from useless drugging that 1 couia
where you were anchored this morn licly Btatlng
I
that know from experi- not eat,
ing, I think."
and my nerves so wrecked
ence
as
well
Captain Kelly was then asked why remedy can as observation that this that I could not sleep; and not bebo absolutely depended fore I was given up to die wa3 I Inbe had not stopped when signalled upon In all cases
kidney complaint duced to try Electric Bitters; with
He replied be bad lost his signal causing back ache,of lumbago,
cr other
book. To the same question in re- symptoms
wonderful result that Improvewhich follow In the wake the
gard to the Yorktowu's whistle he of
began at once, and a complete
ment
that for too prevalent annoyance." cure followed
" Best health Tonic on
answered that he thought her whistle
by
For sale
all dealers. Price 60 earth. 50c. Guaranteed
had been broken.
by all drugFoster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, N. gists.
He stoutly asserted he hud stopped Y., sole agents
for the United States.
bis ship of bis own accord and was
Remember the name Doan's and
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
about to send a boat to the gunboat
.59
BREAD and take no other.
to request that it cease its target take no other.
practice so near to his own ship. The
naval officers were not to be fooled so
easily, however, and the schooner wad
searched from deck to keelson. Nothing of an incriminating nature was
found, as Captain Kelly had not stopped until all evidences of seal poaching had been thrown overboard. As
be was known to be somewhat cureKvery old sore exists because of a
condition of the blood. This
less in his regard for the law. the Vital fluid is infected with some germ polluted
or
old
or perhaps lias been left
taint,
forbidding
president's proclamation
seal bunting in the tiering sea was in an unhealthy condition from a long spell of sickness, or the trouble may
read to him and he was told that if be inherited. The poisonous germs and mutter with which the blood is satbe was ever found In those waters urated force an outlet on the face, arm:?, legs or other part of the body and
again bis ship would be confiscated. form a sore or ulcer. This being continually fed by a polluted blood supply,
With this he was released and grows red and angry, festers and eats into the surrounding flesh until it
sailed away to the south through the becomes what is very aptly termed an "old sore. " The relief produced by
encircling chain of the Aleutian Isl- external treatment is only temporary.
The only treatment that can do any
ands. iMjrlng the following year he real good is a blood purifier that goes to the very root of the trouble and rereturned to his old haunts. His moves the cause, and for this purpose nothing equals S. S. S. It drives out
schooner was at once captured, con- from the circulation all morbid matter and genus, even reaching down tc
demned and soli), and he was heavily hereditary taints, and by cleansing the blood
heals old sores permanently.
fined.
S. S. S. not only removes all taints ami poisons from the blood but builds it
up by supplying it with the rich,
properties it needs tc
DEAD MAN FOUND
S. S. S. makes pure blood ntM a 8ore must
IN THE COLD CAMP keep the system in health.
beal if the blood is pure and heaUhv. book on Sores and Ulcers and
A telephone message was received
t Ls Cruces last Thursday morulas; medical advice free
TH SYflST SPECIflC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
1
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1906.

DO YOU WANT THE.
NAME AND ADDRESS

&f)a

for

Sally by Carrier, 60c per month
Mtk

CITIZEN.

stating that

Lemo Dlai. an old wood
hauler of the Organ mountains, had
been found dad near the Garrett
ranch and Felipe Lurero and Manuel
raMU4 sti, m Weekly ky
x)por, went out to investigate, says
Tk Citizen Publishing Company he Dons Ana County Republican.
ihev returned last night and report
aaaaajaa faaaaSWa fartm
laato. tataaara tie that Mr. Garrett end another man had
I Ml M
itM
found Dlaa dead a.mut two miles from
he ranch. Two burros were tied to
gether with a rope and the other end
of the rope was fastened to the dead
man's leg. It Is supposed that while
handling the burros, one of which
was half wild, they stampeded and
fflatlal Paper of Bernalillo County Diaz was In some way caught In the
City of Albuquerque.
end of the rope and thrown and drag
ged to bis deat- -. The burros had ap- f km AfWriM Dliaatchat.
parently traveled
mile or more with
CHj uA Cuitty CirailtH.
he body. The clothes were torn off
Tat laftart Nm Mnlca CtrtalitlM.
him, his nose and ears and body were
lirgwt Htftlifii Oritem Clmill
badly bruised; the body was black
and decomposing and worms were all
Tan MS OF SuaSCNIPTIONI
IBM over the bruised part when the body
ar ail,
ra la a4Tnfa
.M
Ixa to aaa. aar aionth
1M was found. He had probably been kad
SVaafcar W Mil. ana TV
a week or more.

IDE

EVENING

red-hand- ed

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-
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HEALS OLD SORES

health-sustainin-

TWO LOTS

.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

f

!au& ot

&q

Facilities.

mriMQ qi

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo-- '
nion Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Crojwell.

J"

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

POR TERFIELD CO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

AND DIRECTORS
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

d

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

.. .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Worid

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. MIera.
D. H. v,arns. J. A. Weinman. F. II. strong. Jay A. Hubbe.

6--

Notice to Voters of Precinct 26.
Notice is hereby given that the republican primary to elect delegates to
the county convention, to be held in
Elks theater, September 26, will be
held Monday night, September 24, at
7:30 o'eloek in the armory, hist floor
of the Klks' building.
THOMAS N. WILKERSON,
Chairman.

Precinct 12.
The republican primary to elect
delegates to the county convention to
be helil in the Elks opera house September LY,, 1906, will be held In the
Colombo hull, 011 North Second street,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday
nlKlit. September 24. 19titi, at 7:30
o'eloek.
All republicans in Precinct
12 are invited to be present and participate In the proceeding.
M. E. HICKEY,
Chairman.
Primary Meeting Precinct 13, Old
Town.
A primary meeting is hereby culled
for Monday, the 21th iust., ut 7:30
Pin., at lie court houso in old town,
for the purpose of selecting ten delegates to represent the precinct at the
county convention which will be held
at tlie opera house In the city of Albuquerque, on the 2tith of September,
MODESTO

C. ORTIZ.

Chairman.

,

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
i
read.
t

TAILORING

WrWTTIfTtnrjiU

209 WEST
AVENUE. O. BAM-

OVERNO.

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring shop is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas-
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

?

"OLD RELIABLE."

L'

2

B- -

ESTABLISHED

PUTNEY

s,

as I have had fifteen years' ex- 1
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed asa
repaired. The specific I use will not 2
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made A
to order. Give me a trial.
5
O. BAMBINI.

The Breath of Life.
It's a significant fact that the
strongest animal of Its size, the gorilla, also has the largest lungs. Powerful lungs mean powerful creatures.
How to keep the breathing organs
rinht should be man's chlefest study,
l.lke thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
Stephens, of Port Williams. O., has
learned how to do this. She writes.
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New
Discovery stopped my cough of two
years and cured me of what my
frlendj thought consumption. O, It's
grand for throat and lung troubles."
Price,
Guaranteed by all druggists.
50a and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

I

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND
RAILROAD

AVENUE

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

0000OfK0000C00C'4KKSK0
.1.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMtJER
PAINT Covers more, loo..s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint.
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
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THE SPHINX
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esMenvce Lots
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ONLY $25.00 TO $ J 50.00 PER LOT

SPEAK SOON

UTY NIEIJIHIT

Understood About Washington That Grover Cleveland
Will Talk About Bryan.

rRKK AUTO RIDK TO AND rROM PROPERTY
Cffce Room 9 and 1 1, Cromwoll Block

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.

LAnER'S PARAMOUNT ISSUE
GAINING

STRENGTH

SOUTH

President Charged With Aiding
Tail's Candidacy at Expense of
Shaw. Fairbanks and Others.
(By Sheldon 8. Cline.)
Special Correspondence.
Washington, Sept. 24. With the
exception of a small and Inconsequen
tial minority, the democratic party
for nearly a decade, lias been a unit
in execrating Grover Cleveland, the
and the only
onlv living
democrat who has occupied the exe
cutive office since James Buchanan
surrendered the reins of government
to Abraham Lincoln in 1861. Under
Buch circumstances it would be nat
ural to suppose that Mr. Cleveland
would be entirely without influence
in his party, and that no democrat
would bother as to what his opinion
might be of any man or any measure,
Yet we find prevailing a condition
wholly contrary. Within the past
few days there has come from some
unknown source a mysterious rumor
that Mr. Cleveland was about to break
his silence and tell the country what
he thought of William Jennings Bry
an and the doctrines which Mr. Bry
an Is now preaching up and down the
country. At once the country, and
especially democracy, are turned to
Princeton, and all ears are attuned
to catch the first sound of the Prince
ton sage's voice. "Hark! Ho! The
oracle Is about to speak; let all the
world listen!" has been the nation's
-

attitude.

yet spoken
with which the
country was prepared to listen Is
striking commentary upon changed
political conditions, and especially
conditions within the democratic par
ty. All the world wondered at the
revolution of sentiment which result
ed in Mr. Bryan's magnificent recep
tlon in the "enemy's country." If thib
revolution of the east has spread to
the west and south and has taken the
form of making democrats willing to
hear Mr. Cleveland and to heed him
it is ever more wonderful than the
eastern phase.
Mr. Bryan himself, remains haughty
and unseeklng, so far as concerns his
former democratic foes, but Mr. Fry
ans practical friends would very
much like a word of commendation
from Mr. Cleveland. Even the most
enthusiastic Bryanite does not hope
that Mr. Cleveland will endorse open
ly, or even passively, the Bryan par
amount of government ownership
they will be thankful if he will but
express approval of Bryan as a man
Mr. Cleveland has not

but the eagerness

Public Ownership Has Following.
Mr. Bryan irimsetT who, in
1896, spoke of the east as the "ene
my's country, and of his contemplat
ed visit as an "Invasion." He does
not speak of his present southern tou
as an "Invasion of the enemy's coun
try," but it amounts to that. The
60iith is not hostile to Mr. Bryan per
sonally, but it is bitterly hostile to
his preachment of government own
ershlp, and It will be interesting to
watch for any change of sentiment as
tour,
a result or bis speecn-maKinThe enthusiasm of Mr. Bryan';
southern receptions have varied ac
cording to locality, although every
where he has been received with
great respect and manifestations of
affection. In some sections the out
pouring and manner of greeting have
recalled the Bryan adulation of 1896
while in other places the demonstra
tions have been only formally en

It was

g

thuslastic.

The contest already on in Virginia
between Bryan enthusiasts and Bryan
conservatives Is of vital interest. Senator Daniel of Virginia was the first
democrat of national prominence to
express
disapproval of Mr. Bryan's
government
ownership
doctrine.
There was nothing surprising in this.

Opposition to the idea was natural to
him, and It was a matter of course
that no fear of personal consequences
would silence him. Therefore Sena
tor Daniel spoke, and the opportunity
was instantly seized by his oppon
State Senator Thomas, 01
ents.
Lynchburg, who opposed the
of Major Daniel to the United
States senate, is out with a declaration for government ownership and
has issued a rallying cry to all Virginia democrats of a like way of
thinking.
In the Old Dominion, therefore, is
to be fought the first battle in which
the "Bryan paramount" Is the issue,
and Virginia's sister states will look
on with bated breath. It is not at all
hard to believe that Virginia's verdict on government ownership may
be made the verdict .of the national
democracy, and that thereby Virginia
may again take her place as a leader
In democratic thought.
Should Virginia's voice be for government own
ership, it is not improbable that other
southern states would follow her lead,
and with the south committed to the
doctrine nothing could prevent its be
ing written into the next national
democratic platform.
It is true that the south s men of
national prominence, so far as heard
from, have been almost unanimous in
condemning Mr. Bryan s new idea,
and the southern press is generally
against It. But in the south, as nowhere else, does the democratic rank
and file have the opportunity to make
Its opinions felt, and it is just possible that neither leaders nor press
speak authoritatively for the people.
In the west. It is reported, sentiment
is strong for government ownership,
and the results of the New York primaries Indicate that the Empire state
Is ready to accept Bryan's most radical views. Conservatives have been
looking to the south to save the democratic party from extreme radicalism. That there Is sufficient government ownership sentiment In Virginia
politician
to warrant a
mak ing it an Issue in a contest with
so strong a man as Senator Daniel
comes as a distinct surrpise, and the
opinion is now frequently heard that
Mr. Bryan s task of converting the
democratic party may not be so gigantic as had been believed.
well-inform-

President Charged With Favoritism,
The adherents of Vice President
Fairbanks, Secretary Shaw and other
aspirants for the republican presidential nomination have a new grievance
against President Roosevelt. They
Insist that In sending Secretary Taft
to Cuba as an envoy of peace the
president has again demonstrated his
partiality, and that his main purpose
was to keep Mr. Taft In the lime-ligh- t.

SEVENTH YEAR OF FAT FOR KANSAS

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.

'

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

By C. M. Harper.
Special Correspondence.
Topeka, Kan.,
24. "This
Is
one of the greatest if not the greatest
years In Kansas' history," said (secretary Coburn, the famous score keeper
for this state's prosperity, "and the
farmers are getting the best of it. No
mortals on earth anywhere are so well
prepared for happiness."
He had just completed his estimate
of practically 100,01)0,000 bushels of
high grade wheat as the crop of the
state this year.
And this great crop the greatest
raised by any state, in the nation
comes not after famine, but as the
climax of seven prosperous years in
which debts have been paid, mort
gages cancelled, improvements of every sort added.
More tnan that, the farmers did not
know they had It until harvest. Up to
three weeks before harvest farmers
counted on only a moderate or perhaps an average crop. When the separators began pouring a stream of
golden grain Into the wagons, they
NEW, "GREAT SEaL" OF KANaAS.
woke up and added 25,000,000 bushels
to their estimate.
pretty
That is a
"What are 'you doing here?" was ' fork,
gcod find!
asked
a
cf a mountain resort railway
Little wonder that
farmer ten
"I am lonesome my wife has gone
miles from town in central Kansas passenger agent in August. ."This is east to put the girls in college and
awoke one morning during thrashing a farming section." It was western things are rather slow.
Kansas.
time and remarned:
"Why didn't you go along?"
"That s why I am her. I have sold
"The wheat Is so good I believe I'll
"Couldn't. The folks Just made me
enough tickets to farmers who are go- - put In water all over the house pump
have an automobile."
"When we go to town we'll see about ing to climb Pikes Peak to earn my It with a windmill or the gasoline en- year s salary. They are the ones who gine and I have got to stay here and
It," replied his wife.
"No; I want it now." He went toj have the money.
watch the plumbers. The wheat was
Ten years ago a house furnace was so good we had to spend the money
the telephone and called up tne county
By
10
touring
Now
oclock
rare
seat.
in Kansas.
he had a
the hardware somehow, ana the women folks want- car at his door; by noon he was scar- and plumbing wagons are scattered ed this.
ing the cattle with its tabrlel horn, througa the country setting up fur- His case was not uncommon. And
and that evening he took the family naces in farmers' nouses. Same way there are other things. In one little
with bath tubs, same way with tele- - town 300 phonographs have been sold
to town to hear a band concert.
They are saving their wheat money. Wnones, rubber-tirebuggies, pianos In the past year, at $20 to $50 each
Much of it Is going into banks. The (net organs as of old), and all the In that county are 2,000 farmers' tele- state nas a bank to evry 1834 people, multitude of things tnat go to make phones two of the twenty-fiv- e
rural
,
more than any other state. Hun- up prosperity.
mail carriers make their trips dally in
dreds of them have farmers for shareIt costs $7.ol to raise an acre of automobiles. Every farm has daily
holders chiefly. Their only difficulty wheat, first and last; 20 Dusheis at 60 mall; covered wagons take children to
cents Is a profit of almost $5 an acre union schools
is to find places to loan the deposits.
many fields produce 35 bushels.
Wheat money is "velvet'' more than
One country bank with $10,000 capi
tal recently had $160,000 deposits, and Multiply it by 500, a common acreage, any other the Kansas farmer receives.
s
of this in cash, because and se where you are. You, too Only 1, .0,000 people live in Kansas
though more are coming rapidly beno one in the neignborhood wanted to would enjoy lire.
The farmer's wife ocmes in for cause of the promise of competency.
borrow it. It was In the heart of the
wheat belt where twenty new banks her share and she deserves it. She This is about the same as Philadel
have been chartered In the past ninety had learned a great deal about the best phia has. They have put $129,000,000
days.
mode of living In the past six years. in the banks and are adding to the
''You look lonesome," remarked a amount regularly.
But tuey are getting good things out
Think what it
of life, too. Way not with $tJO,000,000 traveler to a farmer who stood by the means to dump $60,000,000 In cash into
highway leaning disconsolately on a the state from one crop alone
in cash for a single crop?

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

Set
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We keep everything in

stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. a. HLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAtE '8
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

And other

standard

br-n- da

too numerous to m . tlon.

of whlcxles

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
e

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price IM,
issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

MEW MEXICO

d

FORTY-EIGHT-

YEAR

H

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

three-fourtn-

If it be true that Mr. Roosevelt figured that the Cuban mission might
help Taft's presidential chances. It Is
only another evidence of his good political judgment.
The selection has
been a popular one and from all quarters come expressions of confidence
1
in Mr. Taft's fair Intentions and great
ability. Certainly no other president
ever gave an aspiring cabinet minis- Hemenway, the selection of Mr. Lit- MEXICO
WEARIED OF LIFE
ter so many opportunities to demon- tauer would have been the natural NEW
..
strate his capacity for large affairs, thing for Speaker Cannon to have
and the resentment on the part of done. But Mr. Cannon went outside
LAD HANGS HIMSELF
CRACK POLO TEAM
Shaw and Fairbanks boomers is not the committee and conferred the
without a color of justification. The chairmanship on Mr. Tawney of Minonly thing lacking to complete their nesota. Everybody regarded it as a
case against the president is evidence matter of course that recollection of FROM A COLFAX COUNTY COW LIFELESS BODY FOUND SUSPEND
that In doing the things he has done the glove contracts had Influenced
RANCH CAPTURES BIG TOURED BY ROPE FROM A TREE
Mr. Roosevelt has been influenced by the speaker's decision.
CUP.
NEAR CHILILI.
NAMENT
Mr. Littauer announced his retirethe secret wish that Taft might be
his successor. The official attitude, ment following a conference with
On last Friday Manuel Muller, son
Recently the polo team from the
of course, Is that the president must President Roosevelt at Oyster Lay,
Muller
Mr. aud Vrs. Augustine
use the best instruments at hand, and and Washington accepts the theory Vermejo, Colfax county, won the mag of
horse-hacnificent silver challenge cup at the went out to hunt the cattle on
that, as Taft is best, he hag been that the president advised his
says
Not
News.
Estancla
the
Springs,
polo
Glen
wood
tournament at
used.
Colorado. A letter to the Springer rturnlng on Saturday nor Sunday, a
The growth of Mr. Taft in popular
Ohio Still a Battle Field1.
Stockman more fully explains it, and crowd of laborers from Morlarty start
esteem and confidence is one of the
It would seem that Senators Dick is from a lover of. ihe game and an ed out Sunday morning to search for
remarkable things In this political
him. At about 10 o'clock they found
era. No man of the generation has and Foraker are not wholly satisfied admirer of the champions:
"As I know you are interested In his lifeless body hanging to a tree
forged so rapidly to the. front, not that they are secure In the victory
achieved In laBt week's Ohio re- everything that tends to the honor about three hundred yards from the
even Theodore Roosevelt nor William they
Senator Dick and glory of Colfax county, and as I house. He had turned the horse loose,
Jennings Bryan. Ten years ago Mr, publican convention.
taking the rope tied one end of it
Bryan was a candidate for the pres- has announced that he proposes to- uid not see any notice of it in your and
tree, throwing the
of
idency and Mr. Roosevelt was widely take the stump for the purpose of Jus- issue of last week, I thought I would to the trunk
over a ilmb. He then climbknown as a reformer of the aggres- - jtlfying the course of himself and his write and tell you that the polo team other end
liinfFa Taft hnH fipnrpplv ' ""caSuc.
viuiuaiu. a convention from the Vermejo under the leader- ed the tree, and after tying the loose
sivo lino
hppn hearri nf nnta rt thn Indicia! c r- - """'I would close an incident of ship of Messrs. Huston and Bryant, end of the rope around his neck slipthis kind, but the Ohio insurgents do went up to Glen wood Springs, Colo., ped or Jumpea down. One ear was
ciut over which he presided in south- not
appear to know they have been to the polo tournament there and cap- completely severed from the body, by
ern Ohio. The country first became
whipped and threaten to continue the tured the magnificent silver challenge the Jerk In falling.
familiar with his name when Presi- contest
against the Dick organization. cup, beating Glen wood, Fort Robinson,
No reason la known for the rash act,
dent McKinley sent him to the Philcome tu .sebraksa, and Denver, much to their and It seems almost preposterous that
Ohio republicans who-hav- e
ippines, and since then his record has
lad should be so
the convention re- surprise, as they did not think their a
one of successful achievement. Washington since
Burton-Herric- k
insurHe has been called upon to do things port that the
cracks would be beaten by a team weary of life. The body wae burled on
Monday at Chilill.
big and difficult, and has done them rection was wrecked largely through from a cow rancn."
The parents are well known and re
Now Colfax county holds the polo
well. If he has blundered anywhere, the selection of Harry M. Daugherty
campaign manager. Daugherty is champion cup over Colorado and Ne- - spected citizens of the northern part
the blunder has yet to be brought as disappointed,
a
Torrance county, and have the sym- and more or less dis braska, and the Ruston and Bryant
home to him.
would-bboss, and Ohio re- polo team are the cnampions. Uood painy 01 mi mt jiujjic,
The foregoing may cause the writ- credited,
er to be set down as a partisan of publicans decided it would be a case for them. Score another one for New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Taft's, and no disclaimer is made. of the frying pan and the fire if they Mexico.
a machine controlled by Dies:
There are all shades and degrees of changed
Department
of the Interior, Land OfNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
partisanship; and, besides, a denial for one controlled by Daugherty. If
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Mr.
Burton
reformers
and
the
other
would do no good. If the charge be
1906.
to make any headway, say Department of the Interior, Land Ofmade that the writer Is a Taft admir are going
is hereby given that Juan
Notice
22,
N.
M.,
Sept.
gathe,
politicians,
fice
Fe,
must
they
Santa
at
er, a plea of guilty is entered. A man ,"ll
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
people
1906.
whom
in
them
the
men.
about
who does his work unassumingly, and
of his intention to make
Notice is hereby given that William filed notice
r
does it well, always Is fit for admira- have confidence.
proof in support of
N. M., has final
Tight
Albuquerque,
of
tion.
No.
Kntry
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors NO. iiitii
w. ri.
malra his claim,. viz: Homestead
kin IntunMiin n .uuax.
Hl.l ijiiiivc
.... m
.. .....
ji i,,a
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
b312. made April J.', laui, or ma jnw
of
support
in
proof
final
commutation
Promising Career Closed.
Pf! his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 1 w
oecuon . lai
uU
thorough scalp treatThe announcement by Lucius N. pared to give dressing,
tre-corns, 9112 made April 2,
5, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8. and
Section
ment,
hair
do
t
NE
for
the
accept
would
not
he
Littauer that
Section 9 Tw p. 12 N.
3.
and ingrowing nails. She
T.p. 10
N.
23.
Section
as representative In con- - bunions
gives massage treatment and manlcur- - Ranee 3 K. and that said uroof will Range b E, and tuat said proof will be
p
i,
Y ork
uw"
mnrtB hefnr. th.. Probate clerk, at made before the Probate Clerk at lier
district is accepted as closing a
November 6, 1906.
public career once promising, but of complexion cream builds up the Albuquerque, N. M , on November 6,; nallllo. N. M., onfollowing
witnesses to
1
He names the
Proves the complex Ion. 1906.
which went aground. Mr. Littauer is
a glove manufacturer, an able man nd Is guaranteed not to be injurious,
names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon,
He
land, viz:
and a personal and political friend of Sue also prepares a hair tonic that prove bis continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the Hagan,
N. M.;
Nestor Gonzales of
President Roosevelt's. In the house cures end prevents dandruff and hair and cultivation of, the land, viz:
N.
he was a member of the great com- - falling out; restores life to dead hair;
M. F. Augell. C. E. Ilodgln, Charles Jacolo Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
mittee on appropriations, and there removes moles, warts and superfluous Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albu- ' M Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las Tlacitas,
appeared to be before him years of hair. Also a face powder, a freckle querque, N. N..
re and pimple cure and pile cure.
V M.
distinction and usefulness.
MANUEL K. OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Then came the spasm of reform, All of thee preparations are purelye
Register.
Register.
with its accompanying probing into vegetable compounds. Have Just
The Laxative effect of Chamber- executive denartmt.nt nmi nsne- - ded a vibrator machine for treatment
dally Into government contracts. One of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles. Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets is MURDERER B LTON GETS
CHANGE OF VENUE
of the things disclosed was the fact It is also used for rheumatism, pains so agreeable and so natural you can
who shot and Kill-i- s
hardly realize that It is produced by, Lewis D. Bolton
that Mr. Littauer, while a member of and massage
wealthy
sheep and cat- Dllg
a
d
o
t'arl
medicine. These tablets alsi cure
coiifrress, was selling gloves to the
county,
decyears
Union
at Clayton
the
of
Hogle,
man
six
in
H.
tlo
W.
army. There was a scandal, of course,
indigestion and biliousness. I'rlce 25
on July i3th, was granted a change of
followed by an investigation, and Mr. orating department of Marshall Field, cents. Samples troe it ail druggists,
venue from L,nlon to Colfax county by
o
Littauer was given a vindication. This la with Stacy & Co., until after the
Mrs. Marlon Davis Is prepared to ti.e district court of Union county. His
closed the matter officially, but the fair. If you are going In the big parscandal would not down. When the ade, have Stacy do your signs and give music lessons on piano to ad- case will bo tried at the March term
chairmanship of the appropriations decorating. Floats designed and built. vanced scholars as well as beginners. of the district court.
IN Call or address l'2i North Second
SIGN' SHOP
UNION
committee became vacant, through ONLY
Try a Cit.zen wan- - advertisement.
street.
the elevation to the senate of Mr. TOWN.

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Alboqoerqoe, New Mexico
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tiixteen-year-Oi-

woman you know
who looks younger and
fresher in the face every
time she goes out. It puzzles you to understand
how she keeps her youthful complexion.
It certainly looks real and yet
you feel that she must
have some secret which
you hav'nt.
It's just this:
She uses Hagan's Magnolia Balm, a delicate liquid
which restores the skin to
its youthful glow and life.
Wise women have been
using it for forty years.
It's as harmless as the
water you drink. Try it
and see what a pleasant
story your mirror will
have to tell.

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated

WHOPPING CROP OF 100,000,000
BUSHELS OF WHEAT BOBS UP
AND
THE FARMER HARDLY
KNOWS WHAT TO DO WITH HIS
MONEY SOME WAYS HE HAS
OF SPENDING IT.

It-e-

There's a

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President
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to those who are anxious to hare a
gas range, yet are postponing baying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 32-1$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and 14
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gae Range, No. 25-1$22.50.
Terms, $3 cash and 14.60
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p jrchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoecrlp-no- n
to one of the following xnagaslnes
The Delineator, Good Uousekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNBR 4th A MO GOLD

Fayvood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

Springs

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM,

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I.IDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

ad-th-

$.,

ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYVOOD,
New Mexico

FIRST

CLASS.
See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

O0t0000000

""

of electrical conveniences. Including power. Communl
cation Is by steam and electric roads. The great live
stock pavilion seats 12,000, and Is so well constructed
that It Is more like a coliseum than nn average fall
building. The sixth annual exhibition will open at Sedalia September 29 and continue until October 6. In
the way of prizes $2,500 is offered to any horse that will
lower the world's pacing or trotting record, $1,500 foi
the best record made within two minutes, a special $800
for draft horses, a $l"tt silver cup for the best saddle

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Published Dally and Weekly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
ft.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

8TRICKLER,
President.

THE PEOPLE'S POWER
Again The Citizen would call attention to the fact

.

that our government Is carried on through party iigency,
that the fundamental principle of any democratic government Is the rule of the majority, and that with us
the people cxersise their power through delegates, to
whom la granted the privilege of acting for us.
The machinery at the present time, by which thfc
mill ot the majority is expressed In delegated party government, is the precinct primary, the county convention,
the district convention, the state convention and the national convention. In the primaries the people act for

themselves, and Felect delegates to act for them In the
county convention.
These delegates select yet othei
and a smaller number of delegates for the state convention and the latter select a very much smaller number
of delegates to the district or national convention.
The county, district, Btate and national conventions are
the bodies which nominate candidates for the respect-Jvparties.
It must not be forgotten that at first there were no
parties, and that the elaborate system of delegation just
menloned Is
The law first was
that among candidates for the presidency the one receiving the highest vote of the electoral college should
be president and the one receiving the second highest
vote should be
But during Washington's
administration parties became clearly defined and so
only as 1804. by constitutional amendment, it became
law that the president and
nhould be of
the same party. In this way the party system became
embedded In the constitution and remains there to the
present day.
In those early days the convention system had not
developed. The people met in town meetings and In
mass meetings to declare their will, while candldateg for
were selected by a
the presidency and
eongresslonal caucus for each party. Out the conven
lion system was gradually being evolved. In 1821 Pennsylvania .held the first state convention, the members
being elected directly by the people. New York followed this example, and It spread in a few years to most
of the spates. The first national convention was not
held till 1830. Thus did the legislative and congressional caucus, acting as the nominating agency of the
party, cease to exist, and the convention plan with its
system of delegated power became the custom of the
country.
Under the present system the voice of the people Is
heard only In the precinct primary and in the subsequent action of instructed delegates.
e

t.

t

PRIMARIES TONIGHT
The Citizen hopes that every reader of this paper
will not only heed the advice in this paragraph but will
give his time to a careful perusal of another editorial on
this page, headed, "The People's Power."
The republican primaries for the two city precincts,
12 and 26, will meet tonight, 12 in Colombo hall, 26 in
Armory hall, Elks building, and the hour of assemblage
In the same for each, 7:30 p. m. These primaries have
been called In due form after the usual manner. Ample
public notice has been given. Every citizen who resides
in the precinct, if a republican or who expects to vote
the republican ticket. Is entitled to be present and to
t,ake as active a part in the proceedings as he may de-

sire.

Is true that the county convention on Wednesto which delegates will be elected tonight, will

ft

day,"

wn mtirnvm

.vmrtrim,

'

have nothing to do with the nomination of county offThat duty belongs to another convention which
will not meet for some weeks, and which will be composed of delegates to 1)e subsequently elected by other
primaries.
The duty of Wednesday's convention, to
which delegates will be elected tonight, is confined to
electing nine delegates to the territorial convention,
which will meet in Las Vegas next Saturday for the
purpose of nominating a republican candidate for delegate to congress.
Nevertheless the primaries tonight are of considerable importance In a political point of view, and It is
the duty as well as privilege of every good republican
citizen to deny himself, if necessary, of some expected
pleasure or some private obligation, that he may attend
Ills party primary tonight, where he may enjoy the
highest privilege and perform the most sacred duty of
his citizenship.
icers.

,

NOW FOR

BUSINESS

The fair Is over; now let us all get down to business
The political field will be hot, it Ib true, for about six
weeks longer; but that need not, and should not be per
tnltted to, Interfere with business. Then let us get
down to business at once. Of course every man will
attend to his owi business; but the business to whjch
The Citizen has reference is that of building up Albu
querque, adding to her prosperity, extending the sphere
of her Influence, developing her resources, advertising
her advantages In a word, strengthening her stakes,
lengthening her cords and enlarging her borders.
One of the first things to do in this line is to secure
relief from railway discriminations against this city in
favor of El Paso. On next Thursday, Denver business
men will be given by the Interstate Commerce commis
sion an opportunity to present their complaints as to
prevailing freight rates into and out of that city. No
doubt tho business men of Albuquerque will be granted
similar hearing, when they shall ask for It. This is
merely to suggest that the asking be not postponed too
long.
The fair has come and gone. It was a great suc
cess, such as both Albuquerque and the fair deserved.
It was a great fair in its attractions and great in at
tendance. Too much praise can not be given tho fair
officials, the executive committee, the advisory board.
the business people of Albuquerque, and the tributary
terlrtory. The holding of so many important conven
tions in the opening days of the fair had an easily seen
influence on the size of the attendance, which came for
the convention and remained for the fair. This lesson
Now let all subscribers pay
should not be forgotten.
up at once, that claims may be liquidated, both old and
new, and there be left over no sore feeling for the next
fair.
Foster, the weather

States a continuance

mau

of the

predicts for the V'nited

present nice weather unti

about November 21, when, he says, will begin six weeks
of the worst weather known for many years. Foster
has considerable reputation as a weather prognosticat
or, throughout the Mississippi valley, but It Is doubtfu
If even be can give Albiuiuerque really bad weather. It
may be as well, however, to bear the prediction in mind

XXOCKX0XK00XXXX0XXXXXXXXi
MISSOURI LESSON FOR
OUR TERRITORIAL FAIR

xxxccooocoooxxxxxxxxxxxxxxs
Within a few years the annual stale fair of Missour
has been advancing in tank among exhibitions of the
fciud. Since acquiring a home at Sedalia the permanent
facilities have been extended and the general plan is
developing on a large scale. The fair now has what is
considered the finest live stock pavilion in the world,
six immense stock barns, poultry palace, dairy building,
agricultural and horticultural halls, steel graud stand,
twelve speed barns, sheep and swine barns, implement
mile track.
and administration buildings and a first-claThe grounds are bupplled with city water and all forms
ss

youngster, and other liberal sums too numerous to mention. It Is promised that the finest 11 mules ever seen
will be exhibited.
In addition to the $U"i offered fot
the best agricultural displays, premiums are provided
for the best corn grown by youths between the ages of
15 and 20 years,
Iinlly races, with relay horses, will be
contested by cow girls from western ranches. Country
blacksmiths are Invited to tests of sUlll In their practical business. The showing of agricultural Implements
will be "full and one of the most valuable. features. Great
Is Missouri In products.
Its state fair, with tho resources available, ought to be unsurpassed.
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9
LESSON TO BE LEARNED
FROM AUSTRALIAN WOOL 6
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WONDERFUL DISCOVERY OF
MAKING OPTICAL GLASSES

XX0000X)XK00(0X0X)AKX)QOQ
Liquid lenses are the latest. They were the idea
of a Hungarian chemist, who produced optical lenses by
a simple and cheap process that are not only quite as
good- as the best massive glass lenses at present used,
but that can be manufactured 'of a size three times as
great as the largest homogeneous glass lens heretofore
made. The importance of this invention In the field ot
astronomy obviously Is considerable. The largest glass
lens heretofore manufactured out of massive glass for
atronomical purposes has a diameter of altout 4.92 feet
and required several years for the aklng, while the
price was Over $100,000. Such a lense, it is said, can
be manufactured by the new process In a few weeks
at less than $2,000. Lenses of smaller diameter, for
photographic purposes, for opera glasses, reading glass
es and the liko can be produced at correspondingly low
cost. The lense consists of a fluid Inclosed between two
unusually hard glass surfaces similar to watch crystals,
in which the refractive power and other characteristic
properties are so chosen that the glass surfaces not
only serve to hold the fluid but also combine with the
fluid to overcome such defects as scarcely are to ne
avoided In ordinary lenses. It is for this reason that
the lense is achromatic. The fluid is closed hermetic
ally, so that no air can enter and exercise a damaging
effect. The fluid does not evaporate and its composition
is such that its properties are unaffected by time or by
temperature.
Another advantage Is that, because the
fluid is not dense and the glass crystals are thin, the
whole lense combination through which the light must
penetrate is slight. Chicago Tribune.
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THE JAFFA
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o
o
"Good Thirds to Eat" o
o
o
o
Our Bakery department
o
This week we
ing
to our force of
o
add one
bakers. There must be a
o
son.
o
o
It Is Quality o
is tho
The quality of our
o
possible to make.
best tnat
no inferior quality
o
Our bakers are
materials
o
sullied we can get.
the
The result
o
o
The Best Goods o
tried them? We make
o
Have
COFFEE CAKE
o
ROLLS
o
JELLY
OF ALL KIND
LAYER
o
NUT
Grocery Comp'y.

is grow-

evt ry day.
man

rea-

goods

We allow

used.

most
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Opening of Boy's and Youth's Clothing o
o
o
uSEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAYmmmmmm

imn

o
o
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A Word to Motht
nEaawuTKraraim'
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M

IDEA f succeM is to give each purchaser
' 'r 4
Boy's and Children's Clothing such careful
'.'
!
attent'on
ant conscientious service that her full sat
i
l x
isfaction
will merit continued patronage. Our idea
,
:iy
fj
of what the best Juvenile Clothing should be is ex- pressed in the extensive line of suits and overcoats
km
ft ' V
for small and larger boys, ranging in aee from 2'..
to 17 years. The garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you
will come and see them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your
approval of our methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
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GERM A.- GKR.MAX CINNAMON
ROLL
CAKES
CAKES
DATE CAKES
CREAM PUFFS
CUP CAKES

Furnishings.

dainty square cake iced with
chocolate and cocoanut
ROLLS OF ALL KINDS

Clothing and
Furnishings

A

Did you notice we secured the contract for
furnishing the University Dormitories.

RYE) UREAL
GRAHAM BREAD

Krack Kream Bread and everything usually made in a first-clas- s
bakery.

We Have

3

ry

tl

amounted to $1200,

WAX BEANS

SPINACH
SUGAR COhN
CELERY
CAULIFLOWER
CALIFORNIA

contract

This

in Fresh Vegetables

HJ3AD

and there must be
some season for our

LET-

TUCE
RADISHES, ONIONS, ETC.
When down town call and Inspect our large line of groceries,
fruits and vegetables.

We per-

getting it.

Use Meadow Gold Butter

sist in selling below
our competitors. Our
expenses are 50 per
cent less than theirs;

Jaffa Grocery Co.

that's the secret.

S. W.

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDEIS

FILLED THE SAME DAY

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

En

STROM'
House

s

SOWS

Furnishers

-

Albuquerque to
JvmeM every dmy
In the Deck except Sunday,
in-qu-

at

's
Andreas
Meat MarkW. bold
Atenue.
Rom-ero-

et. 211

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality
up to the highest.

SOMETHING

ABOUT

of our bread

This is possible

u;tng

--

Cafe
-

Prices Reasonable

216 South Sacond

Straet

....ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

A Great Discovery

n,

,

-

Best Meals in Town-

Delegate W. H. Andrews submits

the following list of postofflces newly not only in mixing and baking, but
establisbed in New Mexico:
county John also in taking care of and selling
Carthage,
Socorro
the bread. If you want the best
James, Postmaster.
Hansonberg, Socorro county Luci- you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

GO TO THE-

RfHepcfaawts

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

TERRITORIAL POSTOFFICES

ano Tafoya, postmaster.
Ozanne, Socorro county Win.
PIONEER BAKERY,
postmaster.
207 BOUTH riRBT BTBKtT.
Madrid, Santa Fe county Win. H.
Chaniberlin, postmaster.
About Pensions.
Tho following pensions have been
WONDERFUL CAREER OF
granted:
Romolo Barela, of San Rafael, origWILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST
inal pension, $ti per month from OcOCK0CCKCKCXCDO
tober 13. 11105.
and you too get their
The nomination of William Randolph Hearst or
Thomas Clouser, of Ullzabethtown,
New York city for governor has called attention to the original pension, $6 per month from
cleaned and
clothes
remarkable career of this young man. His father, who April 4, 1906.
pressed at
Juan Martin, of Chamita, increase
was very wealthy, was the owner of a San Francisco
paper which did not pay expenses. Willi lam returned of pension to $10 per month from
from college and wanted to do something. His father August 1. 1906.
Cordova, increased pension to
wanted to set him up in business. The young man $10Juan
per month from August 15, 1906.
asked to be given the paper. His father replied:"! want
Mrs.
Castillo of Socorro,
to give It to some of my enemies, as it does not pay ex original Barbara
Aulo. Phone 270
W. Silver Ave.
pension, $8 per month from
Anally
young
father
man insisted and the
penses." The
February 21, 1906.
in
paper
and
yielded. The young man took hold ot the
John D. Robertson of Tucumcari,
a short time had it upon a paylug basis, and by his pe- original pension, $8 per month from
culiar newspaper policy and his untiring energy made June 27. 1902.
It one of the leading democratic organs of the Pacific
slope. The next move the young man from California
made was to acquire the control of a paper In New
York city. Uy his peculiar methods he soon made this
one of the most popular papers In the city, and when
OPERATION AGAIN
nearly all of the democratic papers in that city refused
to support Ilryan in 1896 because of his free silver ideas,
During
Hearst's paper gave him unqualified support.
As a result ot the Cerrillos Coal
this campaign he purchased a paper In Chicago. His company, own.ng yards both here and
it
at Santa Fe, opening up new mines
newspaper policy is peculiarly his own. He carried
out In Chicago until his paper there obtained a larger in tue Madrid coal mining district, the
camp
of Madrid has awakened into Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
circulation than any other In the city. Since that time
again after a sleep of several
lie lias become tho owner of a number of other papers activity
- IS
Phnnpt Automatic
months and fjie trains are running
Colorado, Blk 299
and several magazine publications. For many years the over the Madrid railroad
again.
Toe
young man was treated as a Joke. His wonderful suc- c;ini) was closed down last spring Cornar fifth and Railroad Awanua
cess in the newspaper field has set people to thinking when a tire put the mines out of
seriously aUnit his actions and his future. When his
cacdidacy for the democratic nomination for president
Try a Citizen Want ad.
In 19tH was made known it was received with smiles by
Some of h!
a great many staid and sensible people.
DEALER IN
i. ( NAtfD WOMEN.
associates in the democratic party now have the laugh
'
K' ;
f r d iiatur&l
Men's, Women's and Childon the other side of their faces. That he lias become a C Jt7
..,
Ms.!
..titUm juttiuna,
.
i .ii'.
ur ut ttnttioti
power In democratic politics is no longer doubted. Hi
ren's Fine Shoes
me) ibma.
t.'ircu
reception at the Independent League convention which
ami
l:.itj,
ftatrif
k'' i: or
First Class Repairing a Specialty
nominated him was certainly equal to the reception
ri:MLiilii
If" "1
AU Work Guaranteed
"S .
or u'M iu p.i:. wrapper,
given to Hiyan. Ten thousand people were present in
ty rxfr?Nt, prepn.J, fut
No. 103 North rirat Btraat
the hall and cheeied for a half hour when Mr. Hearst
I. CO. .r a tmuifa :7..
CirCUW
oft ItxjUMt.
appeared upon the platform. The leading democrats
in that state implored Mr. Hearst and his managers not
to make a nomination until after the meeting of tin.
democratic slate convention. This proK)sal was decline! and the Independent league nominated a full siat
ticket beaded by Mr. Hearst. This action Is a decided
inroad into the democracy of that state and presages
its defeat. However much William Randolph Hearst
may be laughed at, the fa ft Is that he Is an Immense
power in the democratic politics of this country. The
annual expense of his various publications is said to
exceed four millions of dollars. That he Is not getting 3
For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
poorer Indicates either remarkable business ability or
wonderful luck. 11,. is only a little over forty years
Salt
Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
of age and if his ability or luck abide with hi ill for the
Tickets
on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
next decade, democracy will Its compelled to knuckle
v
down to that man, William Randolph Hearst. Newton
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
tn.au.) Republican.
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During the Australasian wool season of I'JOo-Just
closed, 1.869,435 bales of wool were exported, valued at
tU2.ifi2.7W, against 1.51)5,734 bales, valued at $98,267,-GUt- i,
for the preceding season a net gain of $24,665,014.
dding the wool locally consumed the production for
1W5-- 6
is valued at $124,905,402. At the end of the year
1905 there were 93,830.545 sheep in Australasia, an in
crease of 10,617,031 over 1904, which is by far the great
est addition to the flocks which has taken pluce for
many years.
One of the most noticeable features of the
is that whereas before the drought 120,000,000 sheep
were shorn, yielding 1.959,811 bales, last year 93,000,000
sheep produced 1,869,455 bales, showing that twelve
years ago it took the fleeces and skirtings from say 61
sheep to fill a bale, whereas last year the wool (fleeces,
skirtings, etc.) from, say, 50 sheep, did so; while In regard to values, the former clip realized In Australia 10
pounds sterling 10s. ($51.09) per bale, as against 13
pounds sterling 10b. ($65.69) per bale last season, showing the net return per sheep at the present time to be
Is. llVid. (47 cents) per head better than at the earlier
date. There has been no improvement in the quality of
the wool and the explanation, therefore, would appear
to be that the oldest and worst sheep were the first
that perished when the enormous losses In the flocks
hrough drought lately occurred, while such a curtail
ment in the wool supply resulted in a natural enhancement In value.
Of the locally sold wool (72 per cent of the produc
tion), 28 per cent was purchased by English buyers,
57 per cent, by continental buyers
(German, French,
etc.) 6 per cent by American, 1 per cent by Japan,
China and India and 8 per cent by local manufacturers
Consul General Bray of Melbourne.
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'ALBUQUERQUE

pack rocr.

W.

hmmm.

it is to the lover of a good cigar to
find a place v.'here he can procure a
delicious Bmoke for 5 cents. A aood!
cigar at a moderate price Is a boo a
to the lover of the weed, and we provide it for him any day in the year

"The Smart Set"

at

Brown9 s

A.

COPVRISHT.

J. RICHARDS

113a WEST

AVENUE.

RAILROAD

1

B. K.

ADAMS

m

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

-

-

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

92.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at U 7 West Railroad Avenoe

P.MATTEUCCI

'

riir

'

'

..

i

,

.

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City

"

The Williams Drug Company
Both

Telephone.

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad

Avwj

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

Your friendship and patronaga

guests

Courtesy and attention
a pleasure to us.

la appreciated.
Is

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

ta

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH. LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

ALBUQUERQUE

190.
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of being the owner of the only honorary membership card Issued by the
New Mexico Wool ft Sheep Growers'
association, and also of being the second sheep man to drive sheep from
California to New Mexico. Tho captain is a fancier of fine sheep and
has had much to do in bringing the
sheep of New Mexico to their present high standard by on numerous occasions importing blooded rams and
ewe. He stated at the Alvarado this
morning that he would very much like
to have attended the sheepmen's
convention held here last week, but
May.
could not, owing to the condition of
Albert Clancy, the Prowns' second CLOSE OF BALL TOUKNA.MENT his feet. He gets around with great
baseman, wns also given a chance to
.lifflculty.
enter Vno professional artnn, and become a protege of the Austin, Texas,
Many Albuqucrqucans Will visit
team of the Southern league, but
MANAGEMENT OF SYSTEM
that more success awaits hln
Las Vegas Fair
the
In other walks of life, Albert will stick
to his books.
This Week.
WILL REMAIN THE SAME

with the local fans and many of them
will he sorry to see him go, but all ONE MORE FAIR
will wish him success. Corhan, wno
In now In his eighteenth year, was
without a doubt tne fastest short stop
In the tournament.
He received his
early base ball education as mascot
for the Indianapolis team, and without
accident, nothing short of the National league wlli see his finish.
King Carnival Reigned Su
Scire also took a fancy to MnrqticX
the Globe, Ariz.. Indian, and I.e nrand,
preme. But Subjects Were
who caught for Globe, and will give
Fairly Orderly.
thdii a tryout next spring. Corhan is
supposed to reiwt at Pueblo next

DEMOCRATS AND RE PUBLICANS

;

has passed;

IK ESTATEMENT ON STATE HOD
Joint

CommittGG Urges People of New

Mexico to Accept Munificent
Offer of Congress.

PUBLIC LETTER SHOWS MISREPRESEN
TATION MADE TO MEXICAN POPULATION

To show bis appreciation for the
carrying of the color of Mclntosh- Hrowns to victory In the tournament,
William (Dad) MclntoFh on Saturday
night gave the llrownles the banquet
of tneir llvts at St urges' Kuropean
hotel. Those who sat around i the
board besides Mr. Mcintosh were Man
ager Cavanaugh, Rerretary Houston,
l apt. McDonald. Durham. Franlz. Per-llnCorhan, Forsyth. Clancy, UaMc-goNye and Kunz. The banquet consisted of everything
that surges
could put" up from soup to nuts, and
ninny funny things were done and
said, Manager Cavanaugh leading In
the speech making.

The greatest fair th territory has ' rnt H A Jnstro.
vice- even
known closed Saturd.iv niijlit ' ,,r,,suient and general manager of the
citizens
unly
American
we
are
then
with a carnival more orderly tlian any Aibe,-,,,,,- ,
To the Voters of the Territory of
Traction company, will
In name. We do not govern ourselves.
since this hilarious feature lucame u,avo tonit:ht for the west, alter sev-th- e
length.
upon
at
dwell
not
this
can
We
tapering off of territorial fairs, er1, ,,.lV9 fc,ent ln this ,.,ty corabm.
At the ensuing November election
to need arguor It is too
The sports on Saturday were up to',
v.iii niil he called upon 1o accept
bll8inf.sa wlth pleasure,
been
ever
reason
has
No
valid
ment.
,
the standard, with tho exception of
joint statehood with the lerriby suggested why we snouiil m secure
i(ui i,
.k
tn
vmi
were
games
sullied
which
on
he
ball
i
,
Col.
lory 01 jriunu,
representative,
a
Jastro
The
Citizen
Arizona.
conjunction
with
in
this
..ihrl- nir the
account of conclusions not rutting stated that he would continue to havo
the act or fonPresK::;"",;:7co
are settled with the
terlrtorlcs
toitwo
Wm
money.
any
of
division
ice
in
the
people of Arizona
JnJu8.
the active management of the lines,
con e imo
Albuquerque had the first, money that
adopt a constitution and
Col. Greer would exercise the
,h .,. .orri- ,ntPoa,
-.
wins,
straight
five
by
before
cinched
.tatthe Union as one
functions of the presidency, that Mr.
alikc. A United States sen- AlbuquerqueKl
going
Into
Paso
the
people of the
would continue with the comchosen from Arizona would at
game, but the Browns played ball the Storts
separately, shall to
pany In the capacity of bookkeeper,
mU(.h our senator a9
mce
beco
game
su
exception
through,
be
with
s
ever
the
of
can
momen-ouquestion
that, in fact, there were no
hl8 con.
one inning, when three errors and and
... for
n.ltted ,o the people of New Miwo
changes contemplated at present in
hn ..,,. ,nok ,
gave
seven
runs,
four
hits
Paso
El
ana
87p"orV.
for their con slderatlon
personnel of the employes of the
V would bo bound to sub- and kept the Texans from tying Globe the
atlon.
system.
LEAGUERS
as
EPWORTH
much
those
as
serve
our
interests
with
wins.
four
Globe
forfeited
her
We r Pse 10 ei'uniil to 'ou a Icw
game in the morning to Santa Fe,
Arizona. This would also be true
why you of
and reasons
plain
as to Arizona of a Benator chosei.
content to
second money. Third
statejoint
of
favor
in
CLOSE CONVENTION money was take
should vote
from New Mexico.
divided between EI Paso,
hood.
We desire to call attention to cerSanta Fe and Trinidad, the latter be
ing given t..e credit of third place by
tain false statements made in some
First: The territory of New Mexico
HEARS BACA CHARGES
conof the Spanish papers in the territory WITH YESTERDAY'S SESSIO- N- mutual consent of the other teams.
has asked for statehood from
gress from the time she first became and otherwise circulated for the purThe El Pnso and Globe teams left
MAY HOLD JOINT CONVENfor home on Saturday night's train,
TION NEXT JUNE AT LAS
a territory up to the present time pose of deceiving our Mexican fellow
8ATURDAY
WHAT
as did Trlnldnd and Ifls Vegas, with AT SOCORRO
VEGAS.
without Buccess. Bills for her admis- citizens and inducing their Tote
ATTORNEY GENERAL F.EID
the exception of a few players from
sion have passed one or the othet against this proposition. It has been
C
INTENDS DOING IN L
houses of congress, to be rejected by stated, and is still being perslstenly
The program ?.t yesterday's session the southern teams who will play
CASE.
the other. It is a f.ict known to al stated, that this act of congress re- of the Epworth Leaguers was full of wnn las vegas in tne ias Vegas
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT is
revelation to those who
It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.
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ALBERT FABER
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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PILSENER BEER

'

.

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blk 93 .

Auto. Phone 292

Household Goods

Gal-leg-

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STO VES AND RANGES

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

'
Don't Dispute with
Woman,
Especially, if she tells 70a to order
sack of
1
1
EMPRE88 FLOUR.
(lit
excuse,
do
70a should f
get the order), that you
could Ml
&M It, for Terry flrstrolsae gnoses
handles EMPRESS. Too Trill mkwwa
find good bread, good biscuits, goaf
pastry sod most Important of aX.
good cheer to greet you vten
come home for your dinner. Try N.
EMPRE83 FLOUR Is the Empress t

Me

.

ter-r'.tc-

ya

ma.

sll ethers.

'

M. BERGER,

ill

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.
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FRENCH BAKERY

IRE

all-st-

117 Gold Avenue

213 WEST, RAILROAD AVE.

ar

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
1J

FINE LINE OF

UTTER NOT
BREAD

Better

Than

Home-Mad-

CAKES
Always on Hand.

e.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

I

rs
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fifty-doll-

Convenience - Comfort - Security
ths

The telephone preserves your

the cares less,
snd the worries fewer.

health, prolongs your life snd
protects your home.

1

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Alway Heady to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water On Ice

6

31

1

SOUTH riRST STREET

La Vtta Booming House In Connection, 113

test

Ud Avenue

St.

"3

j

makes

duties lighter,

ar

i

telephone

The

H. O'REILLY & CO.

.

The Albuquerque Business College I

LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

i
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMRLC AND
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FAUC SIX

SUGAR GROWING IN PHILIPPINES
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four-fifth-

one-four- th

M'MANUS

NOT SO

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1900.

60 Years Cooking

In Use For Over

(By Hamilton Wright.)
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CITIZEN

The BEST
f
of all JLimments

WONDERFUL OPPORTUfllTY FOR

lloiln. riillipplne Islands, Sept. 24.
There In an exceptionally fine opportunity for Americans with a little
capital to raise sugar here and pur.
the trust to route. No other country
la the world offers a better chunce
for the growing of the great staple
product.
The principal hardship tinder present conditions is the hlph tariff. If
the sugar trust would allow the tariff to he removed the American house
Wife could buy sugar at a trifle more
than 1 cent a pound.
The recent shipment of 3,000 tons
Of crude suirar to San Francisco from
the I'hllipplnes in the face of high
tariff, long haul and primitive methods of sugar raising Is an amazing
commentary upon what can be done
in the Philippines In sugar prodnc
tlon.
The construction of the Philippine
railroads, which has already begun,
and which will tap some of the finest
burst districts In the Philippine Islands, will give a new interest to the
Sueur Industry.
If the United States took all the
Philippine sugar that Is produced the
per
bill would amount to only 3
cent of what she Is now spending In
II forcing countries, including Cuba,
(or sugar.
.
The sguar Interests of the United
States, which have bitterly opposed
the granting of free trade for Philippine sugar, have made the argument
that, should 'Philippine sugar be admitted free of duty, it would destroy
the whole Industry.
; Here Is what Major
Leonard Wood,
twho is intimately acquainted with
the cultivation of sugar in both Cuba,
fhe Philippines, Java and Hawaii,
cays: "For the sugar grown here in
the Philippines now we have tba local
nd China market
The
i.UnKed States produces only about
of the sugar it eats peI one-sixrhaps
including the sugar
of Hawaii. The rest comes from
Cuba, Java and the beet countries of
Europe. The consumption of sugai
In the United States is increasing at
the rate of 150,000 to 200,000 tons a
year.
Kn enormous amount
woulo
have to be grown here to even keep
up w ith the increased annual demand
at home. We grow very little sugar
out here, if we grew 600,000 tons
and sent It all to the United States it
would riot amount to much. The object at home Is to protest the home
industry, but the Industry Is insignificant as yet; the United States pay
s
duty on
of their sugar in
order to protect the
or
one-fift- h
they grow." The people of
the United States pay more in direct
tariff on sugar than the total value of
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BAD AS PAINTED

ABOUT

NEW MEXICO CORN

FORMER

FOR

CITIZENS OF SPRINGER

E

THE ALLEGED MEMBER OF THE WHO ARE NOW RESIDENTS OF BY THE SANTA FE IN CARNIVAL
"BLACK JACK" GANG NOT
ALBUQUtRQUE, THE TERRIOF "WHITE CITY" SHOULD
UNDER BOND.
TORIAL METROPOLIS.
BE SHIPPED AT ONCE.
Jerry Leahy, prosecuting attorney Springer btockman.
for the Katon district, is authority
A representative of the Stockamn
The bureau of Immigratiou has re
for the statement that all warrants was in Albuquerque Monday and
ceived a request from W. H. Simpson,
against Bob AicManus have been
a portion of the day visiting advertising agent of the Santa re
quashed and that Bob is not under
the big territorial fair, which was railway system, for consignments of
nor has he been for some time, simply grand In every feature and far corn grown in this territory, to be ex
says rhe Trinidad Chronicle.
above any o us predecessors. ' We hibited in the booth of the Santa e
The ' chief of mounted DoIIce ot were sorry we could not stay longer. Railway company at the corn carniMexico wanted McManus the other 'Ihe attendance for the first day was val in the "Capital White City," Chi
day, but after looking at the man said said to be the largest in the history cago, Sept. 26 next.
The time is
it was not hlg party. Under Sheriff of the fair. The city hid on her Sun- short, but it may be practicable to
Kreeger of Trinidad also made a trip day clothes and the dtroratlons about procure good samples of corn grown
to Clayton last week and said when the entire city were beautiful.
this year and exhibit them at the
he left that he was after McManus
A number of former Springer peo- booth, which will contain samples of
but came back without him.
ple, now living In Albuquerque, were corn grown in the sections tributary
From all appearances
and from seen. J. A. Kremls and family and to the railway system. Mr. Simpson's
sources outside of the courts, there Mrs. Henry Sturges were visited at letter Is published herewith, In order
was a very manifest desire on the their home, and with these good peo-- to attract the attention ot all inter
part of some people to get McManus pe the representative took dinner. ested In the matter. It reads:
away from the Meredith trial at Clay-- J i'hey are all wen and wished to be re
"Chicago, Sept. 18, 190G.
ion. which resulted in a three and a membered to all their friends In this
"Dear Sir The Santa Fe has ar
half years' sentence for the latter city.
ranged for a large booth at the Corn
gentleman.
Upon the evidence of
In the
In our wanderings about the crowd- Carnival show, to be held
McManus might have hinged the ed thoroughfares of the fair city, H. White City,' Chicago, Sept. 26 to Oc
conviction of Meredith, although Mr. B. Steward was bumped up against tober 14.
Leahy made the remark yesterday and some time was spent with him In
"Inside the booth there will be dls
that even had McManus been away discussing the good times of the past plays from a number of the
be felt sure that sufficient evidence In Colfax county, the political past
sections along the Santa Fe.
was at hand to bring about convic- and future and tne possibilities, prob
"It has been suggested that this
tion.
abilities, whys, wherefores and draw exhibit include something front New
The story was printed here that backs of Joint statenood, without even Mexico, especially your
McManus was under a heavy bond at a single conversion either for or varieties of corn. While the time is
Clayton on a cattle stealing charge against the cause. He and Mrs, short, we will be glad if you will
and that the authorities there would Steward are both well, but seemingly make an effort to send us something
not admit of his release.
entertaining a desire to again be at good. We can use eight to ten differ
In this regard Mr. Leahy wanted home with their friends In the old ent lots from points on our line. Each
the fact plainly understood that such home. Mrs. Steward-Lamis prosper- lot may comprise anywhere from six
to ten ears of corn. Each of these
was not the case. "Anyone could ing In the muilnery business.
have had McManus at any time," are
Miss Luclle Peterson was also seen, lots Bhould have a card affixed, giv
the very words he used. "But they and she seems to be satisfied with ing owner's name and address, name
of product and quantity grown per
wanted to be mighty sure what they Albuquerque.
were taking him for and (hat it was
left homo a acre.
One of our lmvs
a bona fide case," came from the few weeks aeo to seek his fortunA in "Let our agent at Santa Fe know
. hnmneri im from what point in New Mexico (on
prosecuting attorney Immediately af th
nntaMn
orld.
terward.
against on the streets unexpectedly. our llne) the shipments will be made
He
It is quite apparent that the pros- Frank Hartley seemed to be content and the approximate quantity.
with the
ecuting attorney had made up hU d. He is living at San Marclal and should then communicate
mind to punish Meredith for crimes braking out of there both ways on passenger department at Topeka, and
that he committed, and would not the Santa Fe, Bomf times to El Paso Instructions will be given how to ship
have stood for any "funny work." and sometimes to Albuquerque. Frank them. If not practicable to get the
"And Just tell them for me, will you, seemed to be happy and said he was specimens here by September 2C, let
that Bob McManus is at large and going to spend a day or so at the fair. them come along as soon after that
anyone can have him who wants him.
date as possible.
"Kindly bear in mind that, owing to
Hut add to that statement that Mere- THE WALLAPAI INDIANS
dith Is on his way to the pen to serve
OF ARIZONA lack of room in the car, we won
The Indians, who most frequently want samples of long corn stalks.
out a Just sentence."
"Yours truly,
visit
Prescott are Walla pals, says the
FIVE MORE NAVAL
"W. H. SIMPSON."
AmeriCourier.
Prescott
The
Native
CADETS FOR DISMISSAL can states that the census of the Wal-lapIt is understood that some of the
Washington, Sept. 24. The presishowed 520 Indians scattered corn on exhibition at the territorial
dent will probably exercise his au- along the line ot the Santa Fe railroad fair during the past week will be sent
thority and spare four or five
for several hundred miles and where-eve- r to Mr. Simpson and placed on exiuii
now recommended for disthey can find water. The Walla-pa- l tlon at the "White City," Chicago.
missal, as the result of their mlscon-li;- c
com prises
730,880
reservation
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
There are seven cases in all acres of the most valueless land on
before the navy department ready for earth for agricultural purposes. It is
No. 6279 )
the consideration of the president. unsurveyed and unallotted. Scarcely Land Office(H.at E.Santa
Fe, N. M , Aug
They ninie from the naval academy, a dozen families live on the
23, 1906.
and are the first to be submitted unlaw, al,
der the
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
though none of them are in any way
lowing-nameTo Cure A Felon."
settler has filed notice
related to that particular offense. In- says Sam Kendall, of Phllllpsburg, of his intention to make final proof
deed, the superintendent of the acad Kan., "Just cover It over with Buck-len- 's In support of his claim, and that eaid
emy says there in uo mure hazing.
Arnica Salve and the Salve will proof will be made before the United
The present culprits are those who do the rest."
Quickest cure for States court commissioner at San nahave been guilty of various minor in Burns,
Sores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles. fae . N. M .. on October 5, 1906. vis
of
of
the
lnstitu
rules
fractions
the
Sec
Chapped Hands, Juan Garcia. 2d. for the NW
has hud a thauet Eczema, Salt Rheum, EyeB.
tion. Each
Only 25c 8, Two. 11 N.. It. 8 W.
Sore Feet and Sore
to bo heard iu his own behalf and tc at
He names the following witnesses
all druggists.
offer whatever defense ho may. Sev--- n
to prove his continuous residence .up
of the cases considered by the bee J
Try a Citizen Want ai
on, and cultivation of. said tana, tic
of the academy were regarded us
Masedonlo Ramirez. Kamon Serna
serious to go to the secre
Rafael Chavez, Bldal Chaves
tary of the navy with a recommenda MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS Jose
Montoya, all of Ban Rafael, N. M.
tion for dismissal, an action which
They oriom Wakne,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
riti otuUaturt,lJic!fti viiror
linibt be taken to the president. The
Regtster
fcud baitlali
uf
" 1 Uvy iHin
" l.J'e Hutrrt"
latter will undoubte.lly exercise cletu tflrlt t otitanho4t, mUintf
mency In number of l lie cases, turnAs a dressing for sores, urulses and
it f ortriiua ft ml UhI). No
!).
kuowu rmtrrty fr women et'il
ing the boys back out year to the
burns. Chamberlain's Salve Is all that
the in. Cannot to harm life b
lower
class.
of
Two
nexi
the
r
can be desired.
It U sootning an
hv mull. Hlt by druifirl.ts.
vl!i endoubtedly be approved for
healing in its effect. Price 25 cent
MOTI CHEMICAL CO ..tkrlu4.UL
toll 6 ALE BY - ANN Sc. bON. K r a!t by all druigia's.
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good,

that the

thi taste, the

fla-

vor and quality that will make

the dish satlcf. ng and appetiz

r.ECArsr.

ing.

The best of cooks cannot '
get up a dish thpt Is fit to eat from the' soggy, "doped," wlsL7-waahOysters shipped in the dirty wooden tubs, all the taste and
Daw of
auch Ovsters have been utterly sapped and drained before you get
y

them.

But tc.ke Scalshipt Oysters from the Patent Carriers and almost any old kind of a cook can get up a dish that will taste good
because under the Sealshlpt Carrier method of shlppl
the full flavor
and taste of the Oyster is fully retained.

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS. AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS
JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

Sealshlpt Oysters are good raw, delicious fried, fine in stews,
soups, la pies, smdtaered, scalloped, good any way you want them.
Give them Sealshlpt Oysters in some form and everr member of the
family will praise your cooking.

and $1 a BOTTLE.
HEAL9 OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAYIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE Si HARNESS SORES.

We receive 8ealahlpt

SOAKS INTO THE PLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEASt.

Oysters fresh dally.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

GREATEST

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

M

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

A. V. TEGMER
Contractor and Builder

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZcN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.

Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

POSITIVELY Cures PILES

First-Clas-

s.

M

A.

HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OYER
SIXTY YEARS.

h

References Given

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF FAIN AND TUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGJIT.

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
A
A

YOU COULD' NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE

Albuquerque,

N. M.

There's Work for you;
in California....

ha

NOTHING
EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notc- h
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest 25.00 in a
railroad ticketon sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated leaflet showing
r. E. PURDY, Agent,
rite of wages, free to those
Atchison. Topeka

who apply lo

Santa Fe By., Albuquerque

BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

Rates

CURES SORE THROAT.
n.'T A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR AND FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
N. M. Rate
for the round trip. Tickets on sale September 24 to
27. Return limit, September 29. 1906.
INTERSTATE LIVE 8TOCK AND HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale SepSeptember
tember 22 to 26 Inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 60 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906. Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
5 to 9 Inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
1906
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
NEW ORLEAN8, LA., October
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with 8peclal Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
diy until September 30th. Also one way rates to points In the North,
west, South and West.
$4-0-

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT ON
THEIR WORK BENCH.
FOR PAINS ACHES
SORL MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

GOOD.

Forefathers.

d

-

Oysters have

U

The LINIMENT of our

antl-hazln- g

the material be

rX

REMEDY.

TIME-TRIE-

Murom.

The very first essential is tLat

IT PENETRATES O.UCI:.
NO PAIN SO PEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
nnd ROUTED BY THISOLD

MEXICAN

two-thir-

KIT. HARD.

AND

CURES QCICK

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
all the sugar has to be hauled out of
the Interior and sent to Hollo in small
sailing craft that can come up the
coast with the tide. W!hen the railroads are completed great things may
be expected In sugar development in
this region. Both the Cottobato valley of Mindanao and - the Cagayan
valley of Luzon afford water transportation for sugar. Philippine sugar
land must partake largely of the nature of Hawaiian soli, as It yields,
with the crude Spanish methods, from
three to five tons an acre, certainly
a good average of four tons, which is
superior to even Cuba and far superior to Louisiana. With equal care the
best Philippine sugar land will yield
an average of from five to six tons an
acre, and In the case of exceptional
land will probably equal that of Oahu
with its wonderful production records
of ten to sixteen tons an acre. When
one adds that, as a rule, in the Phil
Ipplnes, especially on new lands, no
fertilization or Irrigation Is needed,
the statement that Philippine sugar
land Is equal to Hawaalan and second to none in the world seems: to
be maintained.
Sugar grows tremendously In the
Philippines. Up in the Cagayan valley I saw sugar cane that by actual
was sixteen feet In
measurement
height and one who had not measured
It guessed It at twenty feet.
There is no large modern refinery
In the entire Philippine Islands. Most
of the sugar Is sent to Hong Kong to
le refined. The machinery In the
Philippines, even in the best mills,
Is very primitive.

PAINS

nnni'-sEATF.-

ArrLY THIS LINIMENT

MEXICAN

the sugar which is raised in the United States.
The sugar trust advocates say that
Philippines Is produced on the island
a cent a pound or less In Manila.
Whie this is believed to be true by
many sugar men In the Philippines,
yet It Is also true that the Philippine
Islands are at least forty years behind Cuba in the sugar business. The
methods of sugar raising in the Philprimitive.
ippines are inconceivably
Not only is the method of cultivation
primitive, but the manner in whicn
the Juice Is extracted Is slow, wasteAny one who has
ful and antiquated.
seen a carabo walking at a snail's
pace all day around a carabo-powe- i
mill will understand now it is mat,
even with free trade, it would take
years, decades, possibly generations,
before 'sufficient sugar of good grade
could be produced and sent to the
United States to render It a formidable competitor in American markets.
Even without free trade, ther Is a
vast market In the Orient, Australia
and Europe for Philippine sugar. But
the United States needs the sugar.
At the present time raw sugar can be
laid down in New York and San Francisco for less than $2.35 per 100
of
pounds, or less than
what it costs to raise it In foreign
Cuba. '
The bulk of the sugar raised in the
Philippines is produced on the island
of Negroes, though a splendid grade
of sugar is also raised in the Cotta-bat- o
valley of Mindanao and the
valley of Luzon. There are no
ports on the west side of Negros, and

Oysters

IT IS

MEXICAN

J"

MRS. RICHARDSON'S PICTURE
ardson's address as Washington, D. C,
IN WASHINGTON POST instead of Roswell. N. M.
In a recent Issue of the Washing-Ion- ,
Denver, Colo., September 10, 1906.
D. C, Post there appeared a quarter-page
half-tonengraving of Mrs. Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
received here until 11 o'clock a. ni,
G. A. Richardson of Roswell. The picture was mad 3 from a photograph for September 25, 1906, and then opened,
which Mrs. Richardson sat while In for furnishing labor and material for

24-2-

15-2-

r.

T.

fURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

OK)fK0CCC0CCCCCCC

55
So

Colonist Rates to
California and the

Northwest...

e

Washington several months ago with
judgo Richardson who was called
there to make his rejwrt as referee of
the United States supreme court In
the
water suit. The
photograph was placed In an artists'
exhibit whtre It attracted tile attention of the newsiwper ou account of
Its artistic effect as well as the beauty
of the suyoct, and was accordingly
reproduced; The paper, however,
made the mistake of giving Mrs. Rich.
Kansas-Colorad-

steam heating, construction of boiler
alterations of new piuniD-in- g
In post hospital.
Fort Wingate.
New Mexico.
Information furnished
'on application to the undersigned or
to quartermaster, Fort Wingate. U. 8-reserves the right to accept or reject
any or all bids or any part thereof.
Envelopes containing bids to be markfor Steam Heating,
ed "Proposals
Etc.." and addressed Col. C. A. H.
room and

C. Q. M.

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of 525.00. For other rates and full in-- ,

(;
U

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

E. PURDY,

O0O00X00OtK000OC

Agent

H

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1906.

CtfriZEN.

FAQZ 8EVIN
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posiorricE clerks will

Great Carpet Remnant Sale

...

AID THE

LESS THAN FACTORY COST
yard length Brussel's, with fringe
1?2 yard length Velvet, with fringe
1 '2 yard length Moquette, with fringe
No

.

.

1.25

The Chicago branch of the Nation- al Postofflce Clerks' association was
addressed by Frank T. Donohue, na- tlonal president, at its meeting In the
Masonic temple, gays the Chicago
Tribune.
He declared that the most Import- ant result of the convention held re- cently at Savannah, Ga., was the
adoption of a resolution to affiliate
the different branches of the assocl- ntlon with the National Fraternity
sanitarium camp for consumptives.
"The Increasing mortality among
postal clerks from tuberculosis calls
for Immediate remedy." said the president, "and the action of the convention, it Is hoped, mill do a great deal
towards assisting in the cure of the
disease.

limit to tbo numbor. buy all you will oood for yoart
Tolipbono ordort dollrorod on approval

J.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man

Colo. Phono Rod 177
Albuquerque, N. M.

Automatic Phone 474
Cornor Coal and maeond Ot.
Vest End Viaduct

ocooooogfoo
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National League.
o
At New York New
game postponed on account of rain.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn-St- .
Louis
game postponed on account of rain.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
2 10
Cincinnati
2
Philadelphia
6 10 1
Batteries Frailer, Hall and Schlel;
Ritchey and Dooin.
York-Chicag-

Harness
at Reduced
Price.

WE CLAIM :
1st.
2nd.
,

3rd.
4th.

j

5th.

'

The most complete policy covering aa It does Hf.
accident and health Insurance.
The lowest death rate of any old line company ot
same age and size.
Large annual dividends.
Absolute security. In addition to the reserve re
quired by law, the stockholders are held personally
liable for the Company's debts.
Thlrty-clgyears of honest dealings with our
policy holders.

EXHIBITION
HAS $100,000 PREMIUMS
Halifax, N. S., Sept. 24. The Dominion Exhibition was formally opened Saturday by Lieutenant Governor
Jones, who pressed the key of the
electric instrument which set the machinery of the exhibition In motion.
The exhibition Is by far the largest
and most complete ever shown In this
part of the country and is thoroughly
representative of the agricultural, industrial, commercial and other Interests of the dominion. In premiums
and prizes the sum of $100,000 Is offered for live stock, agricultural exhibits, mining and manufacturing exhibits. The grounds, where the exhibition Is held, are owned partly by
the city of Halifax, partly by the government of the province of Nova Scotia. They comprise many acres and
contain a large number of modern departmental buildings, a large grand
race track. The
stand and a half-mi- le
buildings have been greatly enlarged
and improved since last year and a
number of modern structures have
been added.
Purses aggregating
$9,000 are offered for the race meeting, extending over three weeks of
the exhibition. During the fair many
special features of entertainment will
be offered to the visitors, including
vaudeville performances, military displays, fireworks, etc. The fair will
close on October 6.

Room

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 19 THE ONLY
T'ME TO BUY . BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
cornor rirst Stroot and

ht

r.

DOMINION

SATURDAY'S GAMES.

AND

Life Insurance Co.

SANITARIUM ASSO- CIATION.

90

Vehicles

The Pacific Mutual

GAMP

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED TO AFFILIATE BRANCHES WITH
NATIONAL FRATERNAL

$ .75

.

PHTHISIS

B. SCHWENTKER,

,

Albuquerque

M mutator for Now Maxlco and Northern Arlmona
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Write For Agency.

above-mention-

Foundry and

the

Gf nral "Building SappUes

many

SCREEN DOORS

Testimonials

Both Phones

Third and Marquetti

Lightning Hay Presses at Yery Low Prices

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to sell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load trelght

m

m

KILL the COUCH

Dr. King's

Nov

YUMA,

Discovory

the A fortune should
Mystery

be

7 BIG ACTS 7

WRITE TO US AT. ONCE

O. F.
WHISKEY
O.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

n
n

r0fXOSOSOOSOS

its Location

B,

TO HELEN, N, M,

Future

Santa

Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement

n

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townstte

n

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
.
COMMERCE.

j j j

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408

W.

c.

Railroad Avonuo

Moat Market
Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street,
All Kinds of Fresh and

MAUGER
VJOOL
Mauger.
with Raaoe

W. E.

D. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room B, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

NOTARY

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
lino aud gas stoves repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout

&

Office, 115 North

n

F-r-

n
n

H

:iuzen wam ad

da

the wo,k.

provement Co.
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Im-

First

8t

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATaV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

TOTI A OR API

0. W. Strong's Sons
8TRONO BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

7

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aaaot
at S17 West RallroM

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

tlon. Office
avenue.

M.

and

MONUMENTS
:01--

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, snel
All Kinds of Fresh Mest.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wat
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. B.

N. Second St.. Bota Phones.

u

KCC0
K00e0
Railway Center
A

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

fl
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H
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n
tt
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The Belen Town and

J

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Ear,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your order toa
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREWS.

Third street.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

COME

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Dy-ge-

n
u
0

V

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne

J.

Rico Hotel and Bar

lo)ll

Elks Opera House

Machine Works

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ber,

r;

900-da-

Avenao

JhJkii

There

h

.

TUoraa

R. R. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
kiftlaa.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa frosts
Ho
.
Buildings.
j
Ropmlro on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory m Omoolmlty
Foundry east aide ot railroad track.
AiBiqaeraaa, M. M.

JUST RECEIVED
at

3

ft Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Judee Jesse G. Northcutt, counsel
for the Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern.
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
is in New York on business connected
A choice line of Imported Goods Diwith the railroad.
rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
T. M. Hamilton, formerly wlta the
Sacramento Mountain railroad, has
we handle the best
accepted a position with a South
meats and a full line of choice grosyndicate.
American
ceries.
American Lcanu.
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
William Ward, who is employed by
At Cbveland
R. H. E
Fine
7 13 2
the Santa Fe as a brakeman in New Cleveland
White House Restaurant and
Mexico, la spending a few days with Boston..
0 6 1
Kas.
Batteries Bernhard
the home folks m atm Topeka,
and Bemls;
Lodging House
m
given us not only as to the
Harris and Armbruster.
MEALS
AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
A man purporting to represent the
At Detroit First game:
R. H.E.
of
splendid results
CONNECTION.
National Accident society of 324 Detroit
6 6 0
'
Broadway, New York city, Is said to Washington . .
No. 209 South First Street.
3 11 2
Hot Water and Steam
be soliciting business among railroad
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
Batteries Mullin and Payne;
commen for the
and Warner.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Propristor.
Systems
pany. He "was- last reported as being
Secong game
R. H.E.
in Trinidad and Is credited with being Detroit .
4 6 1
The New York Saloon and
but also as to the satisfactory
a rank Impostor with no license to do Washington
3 9 1
business for such company, which, in
Rooming House
Mullin and Scnmidt;
Batteries
mannerin which
fact, does not exist.
uooawm and Wakefield.
315 8outh 8econd Street.
of our work
all
St. Louis
R. H.E.
Vegas, an St.AtLouis
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Arthur C. Smith of
operates.
7 11 1
was
employe of the Santa Fe railway,
One Block From . Depot and Two
Philadelphia
5 9 0
married the other evening to Miss
Blocks From Postofflce.
Glade and Rlchey:
Batteries
We Are
Hattie McPherson, formerly a clerk Coombs and Berry.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
,
Heating Experts
at the Bailey curio store, at the resiChicago
R. H.E.
At
dence of the officiating minister, Rev. Chicago
7 9 0
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
Why Not
I
Norman Skinner, pastor of the Pres- New York
h
1
5 3
ll
IDEAL
US
Boiltra Ind
LOnSUIl
BAPTISTS
I
byterian church, Las Vegas. Miss
Batteries
White and Sullivan; TENNESSEE
AMERICAN Radiators
IN ANNUAL ASSOCIATION
Eva Pruden and Mr. Littler were Orth, Doyle. Klelnow and McGulre.
lj
NEAR POSTOFFICE AND DEPOT
thirty-fift24.
Huron,
Tenn.,
Sept.
The
witnesses of the ceremony; afttr
annual
Rivsession
of
Beech
the
which the party enjoyed a spread at
3.ANUAKU
FLLMBINU
Western League.
No. us West Silver Avenue.
Missionary Baptist association
the Banquet.
R. H.E. er
At Pueblo
HEATING
COMPANY
began
&
Saturday
at
the
Jacks
D.
E. GALLOWAY, Manager. ' '
5
2
11
Des
Moines
The Eastern Railway company of Pueblo
3 11 2 Creek church and will continue for
New Mexico, at a recent meeting of
three days. The opening sermon was
Batteries SesBons, Glllen and
delivered that morning by the Rer. R.
the stockholders, voted to Increase
Morgan and Renicker.
L. Rogers of Long. The attendance
the capital stock to $3,000,000, and
Denver
R.
No. 111 North First Street
At
H.E.
to
a copy of the resolution passed
Denver
9 12 3 is quite large and an Interesting proWilliam' Indian Pile DINELLI eV LENCIONI, Proprietors.
tergram
that effect has been filed with the
arranged.
has
been
4
SDr.
5
10
City
will
cure
Hllnd,
Sioux
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
The resolution
E Pile. IlabxorbHthetumor.
ritorial secretary.
and Itching
Batteries Page and Welgardt, Jar-ro- tt
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Well Worth Trying.
recites that the original capitalizaand Pettlt.
alluya the Itching at once, acta
Put Up for Travelers.
W. H. Brown, the popular pension
tion is less than actually required for
aa a txniltice. nivr Instant re- R. H. E. attorney,
At Lincoln
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
Plttsfleld,
Vt.. says: Next
of
Wllliams'Inriian
lift.
OintVt.
the constructing, equipping, operating lmtUlU
rile
i :
I
j
JO
aMil
ment iflnrenared for Illpaand Itch
and maintaining of the road and its Omaha
6 9 2
ing ni ine private parts.
PIONEER BAKERY
King's New Life Pills. He writes;
telegraph lines.
warranted. By druKglsM, by mall on re
Batteries Jones, Eyler and Zinran; Dr.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
"They keep my family In splendid eMpt of price. Ml cnta aud HI. (Ml. Ulll I I1M
Rogers,
Gonding.
Corns and
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
The Santa Fe' has recently adopted
Quick cure for Headache, IMNUHCTURINQ CO., ITops.. CMValand. uuiu
Second game
R. H.E. health."
a new plan with reference to the pro Lincoln
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & 8QN.
Constipation and Biliousness.
25c.
. .,
WEDDING
2
4
3
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
motion of firemen to the responsible Omaha
3 10 1 Guaranteed by all druggists.
position of engineer. The new sys
patronage and we guarWe
desire
Dodge
Eyler
Rogers,
Batteries
and
y
tern Is what is known as the
antee first class baking.
plan. Formerly It has been the plan and Gonding.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
AND CURE THB LUNGS
to promote the men as their services
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
were needed after they had served as
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
WITH
firemen for three years. Under the
Western League.
new order the men are promoted only
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSAt Pueblo
R. H.E.
Opening of the Season
after they have served 900 days in
FER STABLES.
5 6 1
actual work as fireman or engineer on Pueblo
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex4 7 2
switch engines. The new system has Des Moines
changed.
Batteries Cicotte and Hogrlever;
been favorably received by the men,
and Tuesday. Sept. 24-2- 5
0NSUKIPTI0N
Prlet
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Henley and Rennlcker and Tonneman. Monday
Wichita Beacon. m
OUGHSaiitf
60c
$1.00
m
Second Street, between Railroad and
At Omaha
R. H.E.
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Copper Avenue.
1
LUCID EXPLANATION OF HOW
Omaha
7 6
2
COLLISION
5 0 The Yuma Athenaeum Company
HAPPENED Lincoln . . ,
8 urea t and ttuicJteet Cure for all
Batteries Sanders and Gonding;
The Denison, Texas, Herald gives
THROAT and LUNG TROUBthe following account of the Invest! McKay and Rogers.
LES, or MONET BACK.
THE CELEBRATED
gat ion of a rear-en- d
Secong game
R. H. E. Headed by the World's Greatest Sensation
collision:
3 1 2
The superintendent was holding an Omaha
Investigation to find out how a rear Lincoln
7 17 0
Batteries McNeeley and Gonding;
"Well," ho
end collision occurred.
aald to the head brakeman of the Zaekert and Rogers.
R. H. E.
At Denver
train that had been bumped, "you
may begin your story.
3 7 3
Denver
built up like a stone wall
10 13 3
"It was Just this way. Cap," com Sioux City
(he
world, supported
Batteries Neeley and Weigardt; The only act of its kind in
"The
menced the head brakeman.
one stone at a time. In the case
by an All Star Vaudeville Company
man with the brains was back in the Hall and Petitt.
of the stone wall so it Is with a fordog house handlin' the tissues; the
Bottled In Bond.
tune, the start and the first few adAmerican League.
hind man was freezln' a Journal; the
ditions seem insignificant, yet they
hogshead was out ollin' the kettle and
At Chicago
R. H.E.
are as important as any part of toe
,
0 2 2
the tallowpot was turntn' on the Chicago
structure.
1
6 1
blower and puttin' In a load of black New York
of
A majority of the fortunes
Batter.es Walsh
Sullivan;
diamonds. I was ahead bendin' the
and
Distillers.
successful men have been built up
rail, when along she comes, butted In- Hogg and Kleinow.
Prices-50- c,
$1-0- 0
75c,
from small beginnings. These men
R. H. E.
to ns and "
At St. Louis
FRANKFORT, KY.
began right. They saved a part of
5 8 0
"That's enough," said the super- St. Louis
their Income by having a bank ac0 6 1
intendent.
"I see precisely how It Philadelphia
Seats on sate at Matson'g Saturday,
count. They discovered early In
Batteries Powell and O'Connor; September 22, at 9 o'clock.
happened."
MELINI & EAKIN
life that a ank acrount Is valuable
Waddell and Berry.
to a young man who is trying to
Secong game
HEIR TO AN ESTATE
R. H. E.
Sole Agents.
save his money.
0 5 1 P. S. Yuma will be presented in ex
WORKING FOR SANTA FE St. Louis
Albuquerquo, N. M.
actlv the samn norfrrmnfv aa an-- ;
Captain Mitchell of the El Paso po- fhiladelphia
0 5 0
Automatic Phone, 199.
peared by Command, before the Roy-- , I M
Batteries Howel! and Spencer;
lice has located Albert Schroder, for
KINK III- - LUMMtKLh
al Family of England,
December
whom an estate is awaiting at
and Berry.
13, l'Ja.
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
Bloomington, 111., which was left him
by his
grandmother.
Information
came to the police Friday to locate
Schroder, if possible, and inform him
of the bequest.
The Information came from Mrs. A.
D. Stewart, a sister of Schroder, who
H
stated that Scnroder was last jitaril
from in El Paso on May 7. last. At
that time, his sister stated, he was
expecting to get a position with the
IO SK 0OtOtOaOSOOtOSOBOSOBOt
Santa Fe railroad.
Schroder has been working out of H
FJ Paso on the Santa
Fe railroad H
since about the time that he was last
heard of by his sister. He has shown H
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Bit. EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-liiCaptain Mitchell papers that proved
II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
him to be the man who is, wanted. He
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
Fe
a Iff
state' to the police officer that he
Or THE SAN'TA FE SYSTEM LEADING
would wire his sister and that as soon M
KANSAS
CHICAGO,
FROM
AND
WEST
ttST
as he could draw his time from the H
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
railroad company he would leave for
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES,
FRANCISCO.
H
his Illinois home.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
WAS A VERY SICK BOY
H
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
Colic,
But Cured by Chamberlain's
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
H
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
H
WITH BEAUTIFUL I.AKE AND PUBLIC PARK
"When my boy was two years eld
AND GRAND
TREES;
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
he had i very severe attack of bowel U
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16.0)0; CHURCHES;
complaint, but by the use of ChamCOMMERCIAL
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
Remedy we brought him out all right,"
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LAUGH MERCANTILE ESMien.
says Maggie HicUox of Midland,
H
TABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROIJ.EK
This remedy can be depended upon In H
MILL,
CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
the ost severe cases. Even cholera
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
infantum is cured by it. Follow the H
BEI.EN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
plain printed directions and a cure is
A
WllOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
certain.
sale j all drupgiste.
Til CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
Have you seen Yuma, the Myitery7 M
HI A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
It can talk
TnS HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
w
It can walk!
but:
JOHN BECKER, Pfes.
WM. BERGER, Sec'y.
H
Is it an Automation?
It is a man?
who?
H
Yuma, the Mystery.
,

'

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
VOL' WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-
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Lle-well- yi

Honest Leather Wins!
The watchword, "Nothing but the best material In our shoes," will
always govern the running of our business. But this Is not all. We
pay Just as much attention to the style and finish of every pair of
shoes as we do to their quality. Furthermore we are backing up
this statement with our guarantee or your money refunded If a pair
The new Fall and Winter
of our shoes fail to give satisfaction.
shoes are now ready for your Inspection.
2.50 TO $4.00

DRESS SHOES
MEN'S WORK SHOES
MEN'S

1.85 TO

. ...

3.00

TO

5.00

1.25 TO

3.50

1.50

WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES.

Surveyor General Morgan O.
was down from Santa Fe yesterday.
Regular meeting of Woodmen cirat 2:30
cle tomorrow afternoon
o'clock in Odd Fellows' hall.
Mrs. Hen Who and her sister, Mrs.
K. S.
and children, who were
here the past few days, left for thett
home nt Hllo. X. M.. last nii?ht.
A. JV Crawford left last night for
his home In Kansas City, after spending a week with his brother, Ueech
Crawford, of the Alvarado Pharmacy.
Hon. H. O. Hursum, chairman of the
territorial republican central commit
tee, returned to his home at Socorro
last night after a short visit to the
metropolis.
of the
F. H. Gill, superintendent
Xew Mexico institute for the blind, is
Mr. Gill Is
stopping at the Savoy.
here for the purpose of aecurlng a
number of patients fpr the institute.
Mrs. F. Eggleston of 623 South
First street will go to Belen tomorrow
to look after the construction of a
new hotel, which she expects to open
In the cut-otown.
Attorney Chas. A. Spless, one of the
leading republicans of San Miguel
county, is In the city hobnobbing with
Mr. Spless Is an
local politicians.
ardent advocate of Joint statehood.
The Itev. A. G. Harrison leaves for
El Paso tonight to attend a meeting
of the trustees of that diocese to
morrow. The address of Rev. Harrison after this date will be 1008 West
Tljeras road.
A. F. Kerr and wife of Silver City
are spending the day In the city, en
route to Las Vegas. Mr. Kerr Is cashier of the American Xatlonal bank of
Sliver City and goes to the Meadow
rltv to attend the bankers' conven
tion.
J. Felipe Hubbell, the Pajarlto fruit
raiser, who had a splendid exhibit of
fruits and vegetables, this mort.lng
presented this office with one of his
largest watermelons, and the boys
hereby extend their thanks to Mr.
Hubbell for his consideration.
The No. 1 passenger train, going
west last Saturday night, carried 381
passengers
for Gallup, Holbrook,
Winslow, Williams and other points
out west, who had attended the terri
torial fair during the week.
Twenty-fivsacks, containing $1.0uU
each, Mexican money, were transfer
red from the train from the south to
the east.bound train at the local station this morning. The money was
consigned to Zimmerman & Forsliay
of New York city.
One day last week, in a small local
paragraph. The Evening Citizen announced that Leon Godchaux and wife
of Deniing were here attending the
fair. Mr. Godchaux was here but
Mrs. Godchaux was not, as the gentleman is not a marired man. The
correction Is gladly made.
M. P. Stamm, who was the excellent superintendent of the fruit anil
vegetable department of the territorial fair, did not forget The Evening
Citizen office in his distribution of
baskets of fruit, etc. Ho is all right
as a fruit and vegetable superintendent, and can hold the same Job next
year, so say the editors and printers

EVENING CITIZEN.

fd States representatives including
Hear Admiral It. N. Manney. U. S.
N retired, formerly chief of the bureau of equipment, which has charge
of naval wireless, and Brigadier General James Allen, chief signal officer
of the United States army. The Intention Is to come to some agreement
by which there may be government
control of wireless. It Is found that
something must be done in that direction, at least to protect the Interests
of the government in time of war and
also to protect commercial Interests
In time or peace
The United States
commission to Berlin will take there
ft series
of reports relating to the
Interference with wireless operations,
mostly made by Rear Admiral Evans.
There Is no way of reaching those
who Interfere, and any request for
reljef is met. with a profane reply. It
Is particularly exasperating to workers who have charge of experiments.
In time of war this state of amirs
would prove a serious menace.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

New
Form
Oaalora In

Pianos and Music

rage,..
Tnls Illustration shows
the shape of the new
Sack Coats, w hich are
are now the proper
thing in this type of
garment. While they
conform with the lines
ot the figure, they are
yet made with ample
fullness; trousers are
cut with a good width at the hips and knees, and the coats are of
good length. The skirt Is flared at the side seams and the back is
cut in at Ue walsL
The
styles are tailored Bide or center vents.
We have several styles of this character in a great many very
handsome fabrics and with quite a difference in regard to the lapels,
lengthB, and other minor points.

G

In Wyoming.

BERNALILLO

Doan'a Reg- lets cure constipation
without griping, nausea, nor any weakening effect. Ask your druggist for
them. ;.5 cents per box. ,

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT

ats

are all the

Learnard & Lindemann

Albright of this city
At Sheridan,
thte other diy. he organized a very
strong lodge of Red Men. The eolonei
Is one of 1h principal officers or th?
Red Men organization.
Col. John
still lingers

Fit-tingCo-

ff

WOMEN'S FELT SHOES AND SLIPPERS
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

SAUCES

Ivf'J -

&

"", "'.'V'

60c. TO
1.00 TO

1.75

2.50

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F.
vVhen
Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we
procure tae best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable end personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
rsos. 118 and

vii.tallr'F'

,

South Second street.

120

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History

e

Wo still

ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
which we wish to dispose of In order to make

exist at the

choice bargains,
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
of Albuquerque.

.The

Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's
nf

Co.
Leading

In Your Watehoa

Jewelers

tor Repair
80UTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUOUEROUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

of

this

office.

A thlrdsbasemati weighing about ten
pounds arrived at the home of Manager Cavanaugh, of the Browns, the
latter part of last week. Mr.
deferred the announcement
of the new arrival for fear that Manager Selee of the Pueblo Indians
would want to sign him, the way he
took to little Roy Corhan.
Among the bankers of the southern
part of the terlrtory in the city, en
route to Las Vegas to attend the
Bankers' convention, which is to be
held In the Meadow city this week, Id
Joseph Price, president of the Socorro
State bank. Mr. Price says that the
damage done by the earthquake has
been fully repaired and that the Gem
city Is taking on a very prosperous
appearance.
New houses are going
up in various parts of the town.
Henry W. Bander, who was accepted last Saturday at the recruiting
here for service In the United
States cavalry, was born in Wurtem-burGermany, but registers his residence at Custer, S. D. He speaks
German, Italian, French and English.
Two applicants were
rejected because of under weight, and one applicant has taken the matter of enlistment under consideration.
Captain
Wright and Sergeant Rule, who were
here for a feiv days In charge of the
recruiting, have returned to the El
Paso station.
Cav-anau-

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

FOR SALE BEST PAYING RESTAURANT AND LUNCH COUNTER
OPPOSITE DEPOT. GOOD REAS- ONS FOR 8ELLING. 305 SOUTH
FIRST STREET,

UNITED STATES PETIT JURY
UNITED STATES
CHARGED
GRAND JURY STILL

DIS-

GRINDING.

i

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
four trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

and come to us to see our new

S7EIN-BL0C-

H

& Searing
Speelman
West Gold

MODELS

r

a,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

I 19

3

ijt

122
8. Second

PARAGON TROUSERS SS.00 TO97.00. WALKOVER S3.SO AND 94. OO SHOES
J
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IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

Lu-cer- o,

Supplies
Hotel Tableware, Restaurant
en

The cases of the Lawyer Publishing company against John S. Stingle
and Trotter versus Stingle ,were called and Judgment
was rendered
against the defendant In both cases

Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,

because of failure to defend.
In the case of Robert Dross versus
Levy Brothers, a suit growing out of
a contract relation. Judgment for $30
and costs of action was granted by
consent of defendant.
The case of the Puritan Manufacturing company versus Toll & Gradi
was called for trial at the beginning
of this afternoon's session.
In the case of the territory versus
N. B. Field, a suit growing out of the
f(ict that the defendant returned bis
property to Assessor Sandoval Instead
of Albright, the former having been
declared the officer, de Jury, Judgment
was rendered in favor of the defendant.
As to all causes heretofore noticed
for trial and not heretofore set by
court for specific dates. Judge Abbott
gave notice to the bar, would be
deemed for trial on Wednesday, which
is day after tomorrow, unless counsel
moved court for setting such cases on
paarticular dates.
Cases set for trial tomorrow are
Neher vb. Vlvlani. Melinl & Eakln vs.
Becker, and Goldschmidt Bros. V3.
Bachechl & Giomi.

JERSEY

Butcher - Knives - Saws - Cleavers - Steels
SHELF HARDWARESADDLERY
Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

THE

.f. 1. f.

J1

WMtiiey Com;
Milium

&

SALES
AT

Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

KffooBesaBe

FAIR

Borne or tne good results or ;.ie
Jersey cattle show at the fair Is
shown by the enthusiasm aroused and
sale of three young bulls to parties in
tha territory. The Agricultural col
lege got one and took it to Las Cruces
for use in the college herd. His name
is Rainbow 8 Shylock dam being one
or the aged imported cows shown at
the fair. He won first prize In his
class.
Two bulls to head the herds in the
vicinity of Albuquerque were left here
Mr. j. k. Matthew got Rouina'a Fl
nanclal King, out of an Imported cow
with a reiord of seventeen pounds of
uutier in a week and by a son .of Fit
nanclal King, who heads the herd of
W m. Rockefeller.
He won first in his
class here and at the Colorado slate

JHIardwar

Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Supplies, m Mail us your orders.
11 a, 117. South rirt Stremt
mtromt
401. 403, North rirat

I
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Preiident

SOLOMON

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

LUNA,

Mcintosh Hardware Company
tt4

HI

vj- -

J

J

Of all babies that were In the baby
fch')v, half price. Prize babies fr e.
At t!i IVimiiiKton Studio, until October l, tout;. Croiind Boor, 'in
,Vst

aimam nut

JOBBERS OF

M W

D W

nworewi
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A Cordial Welcome Extended

Kallioid avenue.

Ask fop JAFFA'S KRACK
CREAD and take no other.

to all Fair Visitors

KREAT

FEE'S GOOD COLD HOOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

1

Albuquerque, New Mexico

113.

Mr. Bezneniack got a young bull,
out of Ice Queen, an imported cow,
and by Golden Romulused.
This stock in the vicinity of Albuquerque, together with Gueuou's Lad
Third, who won first prize and grant
championship and heads the fine snnil
hera or registered cows or Chas. E.
Gleckler, and the young stock of Capt.
Gillenwater is a very good starter for
the tine stock that is sure to be bred
and owned by the enterprising stock
raisers close around this city.

5

9

PHOTOGRAPHS

IN OVERCOATS
West CoM

205
Avenue
Furniture, Stoves, Enameledware,
Glassware, Carpets
Linoleum

R.R.

I)o you wear slippers? We have an
excellent line of men's opera slippers
In black or tan with hand turned soles
$1.50. One, two or three strap San- at
4ais in ici ivia or ratent Kid I t women range from Jl.bO to $3.00. Our
fur trimmed felt Julietes in red, green,
black or brown are the celebrated
Dolgeville make and cost $t.5 and
$15(1. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad, avenue.

Special Fall Shapes in Sack Suitsstraight from where fashion is born.
Fine Suits $12.50, $15, $16.50, $18, $20, $22.50, $25, $27.50 and $30.
Ask to see our

The Sincerity Store

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY EXPERTS HOPE FOR RESULTS
Washington, D. C, Sept. 24. The
wireless telegrapli experts hope for
beneficial results from the international wireless telegraphy conference
which will be held in Berlin in October and to which nearly all civilized
countries of the world, excepting
France, will send delegates. The Unl- fair.

Shed Your Light Weights

suits.

SIMON STERN,
I

g,

HARDWARE

& M.

APPLES WITH NO SEEDI NO
The United States petit Jury fin- COREI TREES FOR 8ALE. N. W.
morning
for this ALGER, 124 80UTH WALTER ST.
ished Its labors this
term of court and was dismissed thlt. ALBUQUERQUE.
afternoon. Very little matter came
up for trial on the United States side
Ak fop JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.
of the court.
In the case of the United States
against Tranqulllo and Ruperto GonTHE HIGHLAND LIVER
zales and Euardo Baca, indicted for
BAMBROOK BRO., tropa.
robbing the postofflce at Cabezon, in
Bamm0mmmmmmmmmmmnmaMammmmmmmmai
Sandoval county March 30, 1905, the LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE
HORSES SPECIALTY.
defendant Ruperto Gonzales having
been killed and the defendant Euardo The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
special
rates on week days.
at
Baca having fled the country, the
No. 112 John St
government elected to dismiss the Auto Phone 604.
case against Tranquilino Gonzales,
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
with leave to reinstate.
The United States grand Jury is
AND EXCHANGED
still in session and grinding away un
Offlea
Association
der the whip of United States AttorTransactions
and
ney W. II. H. Llewellyn and Assistant
Guaranteed
Attorney E. L. Medler.
Territorial Side.
ROSENFIEIO'S, 118 W. R. R, Ave.!
Special Prices on Dishes for this week.
The 'territorial petit Jury was Impaneled this morning as follows:
.lames Stewart, Pedro Martinez, Pedro Garcia y Apodaca, Vidal Santil-lane- s.
Jacob Ieb, Ellas Garcia,
Archobita, Pablo Griego, Jose
de la Cruez, Albert Luna, Feliz Mon-loyIjjuis Otero, Ricardio Garcia,
Louis Sanchez. oJse Cripion, R. Chavez, Anastacio Gomez, Florenclo
AUTOMATIC PHONE S46
COLORADO PHONE 74
Francisco Garcia, Francisco
Griego, II. H. Chess, Modesto Serna
and Pablo Anjures.
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The style shown above is one of our famous H. S.
Prices range from $15.00 to $30.00 for a suit.
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